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Fall concert revealed

SCOPE selects
Kygo as the
performer for its fall
concert on Oct. 24
By Hadley Barndollar
Staff Writer

UNH will get a taste of Tomorrowland on Oct. 24 when EDM superstar
Kygo takes the stage at the Whittemore
Center.
The Student Committee on Popular
Entertainment’s (SCOPE) announcement comes with just a week until ticket
sales begin. But this year, it will be different. Student and non-student tickets
can now be bought online. Student tickets will be available on Sept. 30, with
non-student tickets going on sale the
day after.
SCOPE will still be set up and prepared for a line to the MUB ticket office
on the morning of Sept. 30, but it will
not be like years past when hundreds of
students stretched up library hill.
“You can buy tickets from your
bed,” said SCOPE publicity member
Kendall Barnett.
Kygo comes to UNH after headlining numerous international music festivals. Known for his unique sound and
popular remixes, the Norwegian DJ has
penned hits such as “Firestone,” and his
widely popular remix of Ed Sheeran’s “I
See Fire.”
“EDM has always been popular on
campus,” said SCOPE Executive Director Connor Sullivan. “We were nervous because of its history, but with the
SCOPE Cares campaign and diminishing arrests at past shows, we felt comfortable bringing him.”
All tickets sales will be done
through the MUB box office and website. Students will have to make an account on the website that will allow
them to buy one ticket per account.
“It’s a huge privilege that we can
get one of the biggest, fastest rising stars
in EDM right now,” said Casey Laughinghouse, SCOPE security director.
While EDM concerts have been
filled with concern surrounding drug
usage, SCOPE is confident that UNH
trends have shown that now is the time
for such a performer. Last year’s concerts showed lower arrest totals compared with year’s past, and students
were very compliant with concert safety
regulations.
Courtsy of Amanda Chabot
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After a career-high 11 save performance against Maryland, Melissa
Rize and the ‘Cats host Providence on Friday, then America East foe
UMass Lowell on Saturday

Adam Reise gets his ﬁrst start on Saturday in the home opener against
Central Connecticut University while Sean Goldrich heals from an injury
he sustained against Colgate.

This Week in Durham

UNH #6 safest school in US

Sept. 24
• Museum of Art Opens Exhibition, Paul Creative Arts
Center. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
• Whalebone to Steel: The
Shape of Fashion, University Museum, Dimond
Library, 12 p.m. - 4 p.m.
• Social Innovation Week:
Making Slow Food a Reality, Paul College, G45, 5:30
p.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Sept. 26

• Museum of Art Opens Exhibition, Paul Creative Arts
Center. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
• Prescription Drug TakeBack, UNH Health Services and Police Dept., 10
a.m. - 4 p.m.
• Women’s Hockey vs.
Oakville (exhibition), Whittemore Center 1 p.m.

Sept. 25

• Free Yoga Class for Students, MUB Wildcat’s Den,
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
• Whalebone to Steel: The
Shape of Fashion, University Museum, Dimond
Library, 12 p.m. - 4 p.m.
• MCBS Fall 2015 Seminar
Series, Rudman G89, 1:10
a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
• CIE Walk-in Advising, Hood
House 223, 2:30 - 4:30 p.m.

Sept. 27

• Museum of Art Opens Exhibition, Paul Creative Arts
Center. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
• Women’s Soccer vs. Binghamton, Bremner Field, 2
p.m.
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Academic excellence. Rich culture. Boundless opportunity.

It’s all here.
Join us at an Open House this fall!
Saturday, October 24, 9 a.m. -12 p.m.
Thursday, November 5, 6-8 p.m.

Register today at manchester.unh.edu/openhouse
#UNHManchester

UNH Students! YOu can now buy your event tickets online any time!

MUBTICKETS.COM

With features similar to other ticket buying sites, you can easily and
securely buy your tickets for SCOPE’S latest show without waiting in line!

Log on today to activate your account!
Memorial Union & Student Activities Ticket Office
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Carsey School publishes child poverty study
By Mark Kobzik
STAFF WRITER

The Carsey School of Public
Policy at UNH recently published
a study on child poverty in the
U.S. A life of poverty in America
means trying to live on $24,008
per year for a family of two adults
and two children. More than one
in five children in the U.S. live in
poverty and although this number has slightly dipped in the past
years, more than 400,000 children
are poor. African American children are three times as likely to
live in poverty and Hispanic children are 6% more likely.
Each year, the U.S. Census
Bureau conducts an American
community survey in which they
ask one percent of Americans basic demographic, economic, and
housing questions.
Andrew Schaefer, who is a
vulnerable families research associate at the Carsey School of
Public Policy and co-writer of
this year’s brief explained, “This
year we focused specifically on
racial-ethnic differences in child
poverty by age category, region of
the country, and place type.”
When asked about why African American children are still
more disadvantaged than whites,
Schaefer said he would “be
quick to emphasize that these
two groups have vastly different historical experiences in the
United States, including a legacy
of slavery that continues to impact the life chances of black
families and individuals in the
United States, different immigration patterns of both groups,

and overt and institutional discrimination patterns that affect
the economic and social outcomes of Hispanic, black, and
individuals of various other minority groups.”

One major goal
“
of this report is to

help inform the
public, politicians,
and community
leaders in charge of
making policy decisions that could
improve the economic well-being of
children and their
families.”

Andrew Schaefer
vulnerable families research associate

Schaefer also said that what
surprised and shocked him most
was, “the extent to which black
children across the United States
live in poor families. For example, while 38.4 percent of black
children in all places live in poor
families, more than half (51.1
percent) of black children in rural places are poor.”
As to why they published
the brief, Shaefer replied, “One
major goal of this report is to
help inform the public, politi-

cians, and community leaders
in charge of making policy decisions that could improve the economic well-being of children and
their families. It is imperative to
keep state and federal policies
that ameliorate child poverty on
the radar, as extensive research
documents the long-term negative consequences of growing up
poor.”
The recession followed the
Wall Street stock market crash of
2008, millions of Americans lost
their jobs and the economic future remained highly uncertain.
Even New Hampshire, a state
that has a child poverty rate 8.7%
lower than the national average,
was affected by the recession
as poverty did go up during the
past several years. In subsequent
years in the U.S., childhood poverty continued to increase.
As Jessica Carson, a vulnerable families research scientist
at the Carsey School of Public
Policy said, “It has not been easy
going for families since the great
recession. It was only this past
year that families began to see
improvement, but racial minorities continue to be at a disadvantage.”
The brief ended by saying,
“Finally, our work shows that,
in general, the youngest children
tend to be the most disadvantaged. This highlights a critical
need for early education programs and suggests that dualgeneration approaches to poverty reduction—those that work
with both poor parents and their
children—may be particularly
fruitful.”

UNH ranks 6th in the nation for campus safety
By Edith Allard
Contributing Writer

That’s according to a report
by SafeWise, a collection of experts that provide news and consulting on safety and home security. The site looked at a variety of
factors to decide the top 50 safest
college towns, like FBI-reported
crime rates, population and other
programs that contribute to campus knowledge and protection.
Number one on SafeWise’s
list is the town of Brookings,
South Dakota, harboring South
Dakota State University. Shortly
after UNH, at number eight, is the
town of Amherst, Massachusetts,
and the campuses of Amherst
College, Hampshire College, and
UMass Amherst. Dartmouth is the
only other New Hampshire college on the list, down at number
26.
The report had plenty of
good things to say about Durham,
particularly about the programs
offered by police.
For example, SafeWise referenced UNH’s Citizen Police
Academy as an important contribution to safety for helping to
engage the campus community.
The spring semester program uses
lessons taught by police officers,
hands-on experiences and field
excursions to help participants—
both students and staff—understand the role of campus police in
the community.

Campus police Chief Paul
Dean said students “graduate
from the program with a heightened sense of personal safety and
often become involved in advocating for a better understanding
of campus safety concerns.”

“ [The program]

has opened up an
opportunity for
students to talk to
each other (after
the potentially
stressful police visit
is over),”

David Kurtz

Durham police Chief

The police have a few community-building techniques. One
is the Good Neighbor Initiative, in
which police try to follow up with
students with whom they have interacted. After visiting someone’s
house on a noise complaint or
similar offense, the Durham Police will send a Problem Oriented
Policing (POP) officer the next
afternoon to discuss how to avoid
future offenses.
Durham police Chief David
Kurz said he fully recognizes the

intelligence of UNH students, and
that simply arresting people won’t
do any good to change future behavior.
“[The program] has opened
up an opportunity for students to
talk to each other (after the potentially stressful police visit is
over),” he said. The Good Neighbor Initiative has caused an almost
70 percent reduction in relapsing
into criminal behavior.
Both Dean and Kurz also
cite the high levels of cooperation
between the campus and town police departments as a contributor
to the heightened safety on campus. According to Dean, the two
use social media to communicate
clearly with the community and
work to create the best policing
strategy. Programs and methods
like the ones used by the two police departments combine to give
Durham its high ranking on the
SafeWise report.
Kurtz said the police strive
to maintain a safe, rather than
overpowering environment. They
were just pleased to be “recognized for [their] collective efforts.”
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NH Brief
Men arrested following Society break in
RAYMOND — Two men
have been arrested in connection with a June break-in at the
Raymond Historical Society
and the theft of railroad uniform
buttons, patches and badges.
Police said last week
they arrested 19-year-old Nathan Fortier of Pembroke and
18-year-old Ronald Fitzwater
of Manchester on charges of
theft, conspiracy, trespassing
and burglary.
They are scheduled to appear at Candia Circuit Court
for arraignment on Nov. 2. It
wasn’t immediately known if
they had lawyers and there were
no phone listings for them.
Police said they also
planned to arrest a third person,
a juvenile.
The society, which meets
in a rail depot, noticed in June
that an old caboose that houses
some its memorabilia had been

broken into.
Diana DeBruyckere, the
society’s vice president, said a
conductor’s cap was returned,
but to her knowledge, the buttons and patches haven’t been
accounted for yet.
“Those were of historical
value,” she said Monday.
She said there was some
damage inside the train car,
which still needs to repaired.
DeBruyckere said the total loss is estimated at about
$4,700.
The society recently updated the depot through funding from grants and other
sources.
This story has been corrected to show the last name
of the historical society president is DeBruyckere, not DeBrucyckere.

UNH Manchester partners with YMCA
MANCHESTER — Students at the University of New
Hampshire in Manchester
have a new way to exercise
their bodies as well as their
minds.
As of this month, all
full-time students at UNH
Manchester will be part of a
new Wildcat Wellness program, which gives them full
membership privileges at the
Granite YMCA, which has

branches in Manchester and
four other communities.
UNH Manchester Dean
J. Michael Hickey says before
the partnership, the campus
offered a world-class academic environment, but health and
wellness opportunities were
limited. Employees of the
Granite YMCA will benefit
from the partnership through
tuition grants for reduced fee
course enrollment.

Preschool teacher: Teacher of the Year
MANCHESTER — A
preschool teacher in Manchester has been named the 2016
New Hampshire Teacher of
the Year.
Ashley Preston, who
teaches at Parker Varney Elementary School, becomes the
state’s candidate for National
Teacher of the Year.
Preston has been teaching for nine years, all of them
in the Manchester School
District. The Department of
Education says the selection

committee recognized her
ability to help her students be
curious, critical thinkers and
problem solvers.
Finalists are Laura LaVallee an English teacher at
Portsmouth High School;
Elizabeth Lounder, an English
teacher at Winchester School;
Christopher Schoff, a mathematics teacher at Portsmouth
High School; and Jennifer
Thompson, a language Arts
and social studies teacher at
Unity Elementary School.

Nashua priest joins Ayotte for pope’s visit
NASHUA — A priest
from Nashua will join U.S.
Sen. Kelly Ayotte at the White
House to officially welcome
Pope Francis to the United
States.
Ayotte invited her priest,
the Rev. Richard Kelley of St.
Christopher Catholic Church,
to be her guest during the
pope’s visit to Washington
this week. Ayotte and Kelley
will attend the welcoming ceremony on Wednesday and the

pope’s address to a joint session of Congress on Thursday.
Ayotte also is serving as a
member of the honorary escort
committee that will accompany the pope into the House
chamber before his address to
Congress.
In addition to his serving
as pastor at St. Christopher,
Kelley is a chaplain at Thomas More College in Merrimack
and chaplain to the Nashua
Police Department.
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Another SAFC bylaw change brings old ways back
By KYLE KITTREDGE
STAFF WRITER

The Student Activity Fee
Committee (SAFC) bylaws have
been changed once again. This
past Sunday, Student Senate voted
to revert back to the “old ways”
until student organizations feel
that their voices are heard.
Previously, the Business
Managers (BMs) of student organizations could not vote in SAFC
meetings with Student Senate.
This left BMs in more of a lobbying role, which many students
felt was unfair since the changes
occurred over the summer.
Now BMs can vote again,
and the conversation has been
opened back up to discuss future
changes in SAFC bylaws.
“I knew that the changes
were going to be coming because
I was the one to make the motion
to change them back.” Student
Body Vice President Ryan Grogan said.
“We want all peoples’ voices
heard. So we put them back so
that they could have their voices
heard,” he coninued.
Lincoln Crutchﬁeld, a former business manager, SAFC
senator, and USNH trustee, discussed the process of the meeting
for this change. Unlike Grogan he
was not in favor of the change to
begin with.
“There was near-universal

acknowledgement of the merits
of the changes, but there seemed
to be a consensus that the discussion should be focused on the
process by which the original
changes were made, rather than
a discussion of the merits,” he
said.
“It is also important to note
that many people from various
organizations view the current
SAF (Student Activity Fee) process as broken and lacking accountability,” added Crutchﬁeld,
“and this change allows the committee to operate under that admittedly broken system.”
“Some orgs didn’t support
the changes, some realized our
reasoning behind the changes,”
Grogan said. “The only way we
can do what’s best for students
is to make sure the committee
members who vote can be held
accountable.”
Others were apprehensive
and are glad that the changes occurred.
“In my eyes, I see it as a good
thing because BMs now have the
right to vote again on proposals
that come to SAFC, said Alex DaPonte, a junior accounting major.
“It shows that there is a system of checks and balances and
we’re not giving power to just Student Senate,” DaPonte said, “and
its being broken into 14 different
BMs who see a different niche in
campus life.”

KYLE KITTREDGE/STAFF

The Student Activity Fee Committee reverts back to old ways allowing the business managers to vote.

Some view the change in a
more unfavorable light.
Crutchﬁeld said, “I was disappointed to learn that people
felt hurt that their voices were
not heard. However, the previous
changes were, for the better and I
am sad to see a regression in stu-

dents’ ability to hold the SAF accountable.”
Regardless, Grogan will
be proposing new changes once
again in the upcoming weeks.
“I support these bylaw changes and I will stand by the idea that
BMs are great at what they do, and

that they put on amazing events,”
Grogan said, “but we need to
make sure the committee is what’s
best for students.”
DaPonte said he will attend
the meeting to discuss the changes, “but I can’t say what the turnout will be.”

Study shows NH jails those who owe fines
By LYNNE TUOHY
ASSOCIATED PRESS

CONCORD — A yearlong
analysis showed that scores of
defendants who owe ﬁnes for minor offenses are jailed in lieu of
payment when they can’t afford
to pay, according to the American Civil Liberties Union in New
Hampshire.
In a report released Wednesday, ACLU lawyers said the practice violates the constitution when
judges do not appoint lawyers for
the defendants or don’t consider
their ability to pay before jailing
them.
Attorney Albert “Buzz”
Scherr, of the University of New
Hampshire Law School and one
of the study’s leaders, said it’s
also “stupid economics.” The
analysis showed that taxpayers
in 2013 spent nearly $167,000 to
jail debtors who owed ﬁnes totaling less than half that.
Data collected by the ACLU
shows 289 defendants who owed
ﬁnes were jailed in nine of the
state’s 10 counties in 2013. Merrimack County didn’t provide
data.
“It’s not a rogue judge problem,” Scherr said.
Circuit Court Administrative Judge Edwin W. Kelly applauded the ALCU’s analysis
and agreed that people should be
able to try to show a judge they
don’t have the ability to pay a
ﬁne before going to jail. He also
supported having a lawyer present and noted that in two of three
cases highlighted in the report,

the defendants had lawyers.
Kelly said New Hampshire
circuit court judges handled
83,000 cases involving ﬁnes in
2013 — including many where
ﬁnes were mandatory — while
the ACLU report focused on just
39. “I don’t agree with the report
that it’s a systemic problem,” he
said.
Supreme Court Chief Justice Linda Dalianis said Wednesday that Kelly will meet Friday
with Scherr and NHCLU legal
director Gilles Bissonnette to
discuss the report.
Of the 289 cases from 2013,
the civil liberties union randomly selected 39 to study. In
33 percent of those cases, the
defendant was jailed without
being appointed a lawyer. In 18
percent, the defendant had no
lawyer and agreed to go to jail.
In 25 percent, the defendant had
a lawyer and agreed to jail time.
Scherr, president of the
board of the state ACLU, and
Bissonnette stressed they have
no problem if a defendant has a
lawyer and still opts for jail.
Alejandra Corro, a 22-yearold single mother of two, was
jailed in March 2014 — a month
and a half after ﬁre destroyed her
apartment — because she didn’t
complete community service in
lieu of a ﬁne for stealing children’s clothing. She had done 20
hours but still owed 42 hours —
which a circuit court judge said
was worth $420 — and ordered
her to jail for nine days.
“I’m not sentencing her. She
sentenced herself,” the judge

said, according to court transcripts.
Bissonnette got Corro and
two others out of jail in 2014 by
petitioning higher courts.
In another case, Bryan Sullivan was in Manchester Circuit
Court for a plea hearing on a
criminal trespass charge. In less
than two minutes, a circuit court
judge dismissed Sullivan’s con-

cern about going to jail due to
poor health and sent him to jail
to pay off a $100 ﬁne.
“Not a hint of ability to pay.
Not a hint of counsel,” Scherr
said. “The judge blows past his
medical conditions. It’s very efﬁcient constitutional injustice.”
The civil liberties union is
proposing the Judicial Branch
change its rules to ensure judges

hold ability-to-pay hearings and
appoint a lawyer if people who
can’t pay ﬁnes are threatened
with jail time. They also want
judges to examine a defendant’s
ability to pay a ﬁne at the time of
sentencing and not impose ﬁnes
on those too poor to pay them.
Kelly had asked for a meeting with the ACLU lawyers to
discuss the issue.

USAC

Your Gateway to the World
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Discover where you’ll study
abroad at usac.unr.edu.
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Which water tastes better?
By ELIZABETH HAAS
STAFF WRITER

Skylar Vogler took a sip
from the green Dixie cup in his
left hand, paused, and then took a
sip from the blue 3-ounce cup in
his right hand.
“I can actually taste the difference,” he said, correctly pointing to which cup held Poland
Spring bottled water. “The mineral content is slightly different.”
Vogler was one of over 100
students to take the tap water
challenge, put on by the Student
Environmental Action Coalition’s Choose 2 Reuse campaign
on Tuesday from 12:30 p.m.
to 2 p.m. outside of the MUB
mailroom. Students were asked
to sample water from two cups
and decide which cup held hydration station water and which
contained Poland Spring bottled
water.
“A lot of people say that the
reason they buy bottled water is
that it tastes better,” said Gianna
Tempera, the campaign’s coordinator. “We want to ﬁnd out if
that’s true.”
Vogler was one of the few
students who based their guesses
on ﬂavor. He was also one of the
27 participants to guess correctly.
His prize was a mason jar with a

Cuppow lid, which turns the jar
into a travel mug. Students who
guessed incorrectly were given
an “I choose to reuse,” penguin
sticker.
“I reﬁll plastic water bottles,” Vogler said. He said he
drinks both tap and bottled water,
but prefers to get it from the hydration station.
Sophomore theater major
Rebekah Londoff, like most participants, based her decision on
temperature.
“The hydration station is
usually colder,” she said. “I
didn’t notice much of a difference in taste.”
Londoff was the ﬁrst to sign
the petition to eliminate the sale
of single-use plastic water bottles
on campus, which is the campaign’s main goal.
“I don’t like to spend money
on something I can get for free,”
she said. “There are plenty of hydration stations around campus
so it’s easy to do.”
UNH has a contract with
Coca Cola for all beverages sold
on campus, including the sale of
single-use plastic water bottles.
In June 2016, the contract will be
renewed for the next ﬁve years.
According to Tempera, UNH dining administrators are reviewing
the contract this semester to de-

termine if it should be changed.
The Choose 2 Reuse campaign
is asking for dining services to
remove the sale of bottled water
from the contract.
The campaign approached
dining last semester after gathering 600 signatures.
Tempera said dining services was willing to work with the
campaign but told the campaign
that it doesn’t want to stop selling water all together, wanting
Choose 2 Reuse to reduce the
student demand for bottled water
ﬁrst.
By the end of last semester,
1,000 students had signed the petition, and Tempera said that they
would like 4,000 more signatures
before they submit their ﬁnal
request. Thirty-ﬁve students
signed the petition Tuesday.
“We’re working on recruitment right now,” Tempera said.
“There’s only three of us right
now, and it’s a big campaign.”
To recruit, the campaign
held a special new members
meeting from 4 to 5 p.m. on
Wednesday in MUB 139. They
continue to meet there from 4
p.m. to 5 p.m. every Wednesday
for the rest of the semester.
“Tap water is more regulated,” Tempera said. “It’s better
for you.”
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Choose 2 Reuse demonstrator Danielle Flanagan pours water
from an unknown source into Dixie cups at the campaign table on
Tuesday.
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NH BRIEF
Father, son capture exotic bird in NH
BOW -- An emu that had
been loose and wandering around
New Hampshire for more than a
week has been caught.
Maria Colby, a bird specialist who operates Wings of the
Dawn Wildlife Sanctuary in Henniker, says a father and son captured the large, ﬂightless bird in
Bow Sunday afternoon.
The Concord Monitor reports Colby searched for the bird
throughout the week with police
and neighbors.

The father and son used
Colby’s handheld net to capture
the bird. Several people helped
pick it up and carry it to Colby’s
car.
The son attempted to catch
the bird earlier that day, but the
5-foot tall, male emu bit him and
ran.
Emus are among the largest
birds in the world and are native
to Australia.
Colby says the bird appears
to be healthy.
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MA Gov. states new protocols are needed to protect kids
By STEVE LeBLANC
Associated Press

BOSTON — Massachusetts
Gov. Charlie Baker said Tuesday
that the state must update the way
it handles investigations into allegations of abuse or neglect of
children if it hopes to avoid more
cases like the death of 2-yearold Bella Bond, whose body was
found on a Boston-area beach in
June.
Baker told reporters that one
of his top priorities is revamping
the intake policy for the Department of Children and Families,
which he said hasn’t been updated
in a decade.
The policy covers the process that happens from the time
an allegation of abuse or neglect
is reported to DCF to the decision

whether it will be investigated and
eventually opened as a case.
Baker said the failure of the
policy is at the root of a series of
cases that have recently come to
light, including Bella’s death.
He said building a new protocol won’t happen overnight.
“The single biggest issue I
see at DCF ... is you have a lot of
really well-intentioned, hardworking people but you have nowhere
near as much consistency with respect to what I would describe as
the playbook that people should
be relying on and working with,”
Baker said.
He said it’s “a huge problem”
that the state doesn’t update protocols for in-home services for
child welfare workers and social
workers every year or so to include protocols that work and re-

move those that don’t. Baker said
he plans to not only come up with
new protocols but to make sure
they’re followed and adjusted as
needed.
“I want DCF to understand
all the way to the ground, every
single employee of the agency,
what it is we’re trying to accomplish, how it is we’re trying to accomplish it, how we as an administration plan to support that, and
then how we’re going to measure
how we’re doing on following
through on it,” he added.
Bella’s body was found in
a plastic bag on a beach on Deer
Island by a woman walking her
dog. She was known for nearly
three months as Baby Doe as investigators worked to learn her
identity.
Her mother, Rachelle Bond,

40, is charged with being an accessory after the fact to Bella’s death.
Bond’s boyfriend, Michael McCarthy, 35, is charged with murder
for allegedly punching the girl in
the abdomen until she stopped
breathing.
DCF said the agency had
been involved with the girl twice
when she was an infant — in 2012
and 2013 — providing neglectrelated support. The cases were
then closed.
Baker said he was saddened
when he looked through the file
and found there was no outreach
to DCF between 2013 and the
present.
“Despite all these people
who’ve now come forward and
said I had issue A or issue B or issue C, I wish, I really wish somebody had picked up the phone and

called DCF and raised this and
reported some of their concerns,”
Baker said. “These cases, these
kids, as a parent, break my heart.”
House Speaker Robert DeLeo also wants an update from
DCF on its policies. He said
Bella’s death exposed what he
called “broader failures within
the system.”
DeLeo said Monday that he
wants DCF to give House lawmakers details on actions they’ve
taken since the 2013 case of Jeremiah Oliver, a 5-year-old Fitchburg boy who went missing from
his home after social workers
lost track of him and whose remains were later found alongside
a state highway.
The case prompted a wideranging review of DCF procedures.

ployee Andrea Constand. However, she said in a recent statement
“prosecutors have a responsibility to review past conclusions ...
when current information might
lead to a different decision.”
Ferman’s predecessor, Bruce
Castor, didn’t think the evidence
was sufficient to charge Cosby
with a crime in 2005. Since then,
dozens of women have accused
the “I Spy” actor of drugging
and molesting them, echoing the
accusations Constand first made
public with her January 2005
complaint to police and her later
civil lawsuit.
In the civil suit, Constand
said she had met Cosby through
her job with the women’s basketball program at Temple, where
Cosby served on the board of
trustees. She said he befriended
and mentored her. But, in a January 2004 visit to his Cheltenham
home, she said, he gave her three
pills for stress and she later woke
up with her clothes askew.
Cosby, in a sworn deposition
released this year, acknowledged

he had sexual contact with Constand that night but said it was
consensual.
Constand’s lawyer said Constand would cooperate in the new
investigation if asked. Prosecutors
in Pennsylvania typically have 12
years to bring a felony sexual assault case before the court, which
means the clock is ticking toward
a potential January deadline.
“She’s a very strong lady,”
lawyer Dolores Troiani said Tuesday. “She’ll do whatever they request of her.”
Troiani would not comment
on whether Constand had been
contacted by authorities this year.
She and Constand can’t comment
on the case as part of a confidentiality agreement that settled the
case before trial.
The settlement came after
Cosby, who is 78 years old and
has been married for decades,
gave a lengthy deposition in the
case. Documents unsealed in June
by the presiding judge, along with
the deposition later released by
a court reporting service, show

Cosby admitted having a series
of extramarital relationships with
women, including some of those
who now accuse him of sexual assault.
He also said he had obtained
quaaludes in the 1970s to give to
women with whom he hoped to
have sex, “the same as a person
would say, ‘Have a drink.’”
Cosby, who starred as Dr.
Cliff Huxtable on “The Cosby
Show” from 1984 to 1992, maintained that the sexual activities
were consensual and that none
of the women took quaaludes unknowingly.
Castor, the former district attorney, in announcing he would
not bring charges against Cosby
in 2005, said both parties could be
portrayed in “a less than flattering
light.”
Last week, he said Constand
had lodged more serious sexualassault allegations in the civil
lawsuit than she had divulged to
police. He recalled investigating
the complaint as a misdemeanor
case. Yet the lawsuit included al-

legations of digital penetration, a
potential felony, he said.
“If the allegations in the
civil complaint were contained
with that detail in her statement
to the police, we might have
been able to make a case out of
it,” said Castor, a county commissioner who’s running for another term as district attorney as
Ferman gives up the post to run
for judge.
Troiani accused Castor of
defaming Constand with his latest remarks. In an open letter she
issued in response to his comments, she said she believes he
had “no intention of arresting Dr.
Huxtable” in 2005 because he
was running for governor.
“We demand that you retract your statement concerning
Ms. Constand and issue the apology to her that is 10 years overdue,” Troiani wrote.
Cosby’s longtime civil
lawyers, Patrick O’Connor and
George Gowen, did not return
messages left Tuesday seeking
comment.

charged, she was formally arrested over the weekend and moved
to a more secure detention facility
in the southern city of Nanning,
according to her husband, who
said the arrest allows Chinese authorities to continue their espionage investigation.
His wife has been visited six
times by American consular officers since her March 20 arrest, according to the State Department,
which said it was closely monitoring the case.
“We’ve raised her case with
Chinese government officials
on multiple occasions at a very
senior level,” State Department
spokesman Mark Toner said
Tuesday during a media briefing.
The White House has also raised
the matter with the Chinese foreign ministry and “not received
what we believe to be an adequate
response.”
Phan-Gillis, known as Sandy
to family and friends, is a Vietnamese-American of Chinese
descent who has lived in Houston
for about 30 years.

Gillis, who until now has
not publicly disclosed his wife’s
detention, decided to discuss her
arrest with reporters because Chinese President Xi Jinping is visiting the U.S. this week. Gillis said
he hoped the timing of the publicity would pressure Beijing and
Washington to act.
“If nothing else, at least convey to the Chinese about the idiocy of arresting an American citizen on these politicized charges of
spying and stealing state secrets,”
he said.
Foreign Ministry spokesman
Hong Lei said the woman was
healthy, but Gillis said his wife
suffers from high blood pressure
and other complications and has
been hospitalized twice during
her incarceration.
Chinese law allows authorities to detain a suspect for up to
six months during an investigation, Simon Tang, a lawyer for
the Gillis family, told the Houston
Chronicle. After that period, the
government has a month to issue charges or present its case in

court, although it can seek extensions.
Tang did not return text and
phone messages from The Associated Press.
Houston Mayor Pro-Tem Ed
Gonzalez said he and Phan-Gillis
were part of a five-member delegation that spent a week in China
in March, speaking with Chinese
entrepreneurs interested in the
Houston area.
Phan-Gillis was a business
consultant who traveled regularly
to China and who also served as
president of the Houston Shenzhen Sister City Organization,
according to Gonzalez and Gillis.
She often worked as an intermediary in ventures between U.S.
and Chinese business interests.
Gonzalez said members of
the delegation were surprised
when Phan-Gillis did not meet
them after the group passed
through the checkpoint at Macau, across the Pearl River Delta
from Hong Kong. She later contacted the delegation to say she
was attending to a “personal

matter.”
“It’s just so bizarre,” Gonzalez said. “There was nothing
out of the ordinary for a business
development trip.”
Gillis said he’s researched
cases of more than a dozen foreigners detained in China in
recent years allegedly for compromising state secrets. In about
half the cases, the suspects were
released within six months, he
said, but the others were held for
years.
“I’m very frightened,” he
said, “that if we don’t get her out
this week, then her chances are
not very good.”

Cosby seeking defense lawyer for Pennsylvania criminal probe
By MARYCLAIRE DALE
Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA — Comedian Bill Cosby is seeking to hire
a criminal defense lawyer as suburban prosecutors revisit a 2005
sexual-assault complaint against
him.
Lawyer Edwin Jacobs said
late Tuesday that Cosby’s agents
had contacted him in the past few
days about a pending investigation in Montgomery County. Jacobs, who had represented Cosby
in a review of another accuser’s
complaint in New Jersey, said he
referred Cosby’s agents to another high-profile Philadelphia-area
lawyer.
That other lawyer did not
return message seeking comment
late Tuesday. The Philadelphia
Inquirer first reported Tuesday on
Jacobs’ involvement in the case.
Montgomery County District Attorney Risa Vetri Ferman
wouldn’t confirm her office is
reinvestigating the complaint by
former Temple University em-

Texas man says wife was arrested in China on spying charges
By DAVID WARREN
Associated Press

DALLAS — Phan Phan-Gillis was visiting China last spring
as part of an American trade delegation that included the mayor
pro tem of Houston and others
who were promoting business opportunities in the nation’s fourthlargest city.
But after passing through
security at a border checkpoint,
the 55-year-old Texas businesswoman mysteriously disappeared
from her group.
On Tuesday, her husband
disclosed that she’s been detained
by the Chinese government for
the last six months on suspicion of
spying and stealing state secrets.
Now he’s asking the president and
the State Department to help win
her release.
Jeff Gillis denies the accusations against his wife, who
has been accused by the Chinese
Foreign Ministry with threatening
China’s national security.
Although she has not been

Associated Press writers
Juan A. Lozano in Houston and
Matthew Lee in Washington,
D.C., contributed to this report.
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Alleyway arts festival draws crowds for second year
By TIM DRUGAN-EPPICH
STAFF WRITER

People were drawn to the
sound of a crowd and live music while they wandered around
downtown Durham on Sunday. Arriving at the source of the
noise, people were met with the
sight of children painting and enjoying artistic demonstrations, as
well as a large dose of sugar. Parents were hustling after the smaller
versions of themselves as the sugar rush hit.
The second annual Alleyfest
was held, as the name suggests, in
an alley this weekend. The Makery and The Candy Bar teamed up
to put on a community event that
included lots of candy, music and
art.
Wendy Brooks, a co-owner
of The Makery, was quick to share
the reason for the festival.
“There should be more opportunities to bring students and
the community together,” she said.
“So this is a community party to
celebrate the fact that we’re in an
alley.”
Brooks and her co-owner
Sarah Grandy managed the large
crowds well.
“”It’s our gift back to the
community,” Grandy said. “We’re

trying to revive the town vitality.”
Grandy and Brooks said that
over 350 people put their handprints on the mural last year. This
year they aspired to top that, aiming for 500 people by the end of
the day.

“ There should
be more opportunities to bring
students and the
community
together.”

Wendy Brooks

Makery co-owner
Even with that many people, they hope for it to continue
to grow. Chris Guerrette of The
Candy Bar has high hopes for the
festival in years to come.
“The 10-year goal is to shut
down Main Street for half a day,”
he said.
It is Guerrette’s ﬁrst year participating in the event, as he just
bought The Candy Bar in the last
year.
“I think this is a blast,” he

“I think this is a
blast.”

Chris Guerrette

Candy Bar Owner
said.

But for a community event
to grow, there has to be something
that brings people back year after
year. Grandy thinks the artists’
demonstrations along with the 3D
printer on display serve that purpose.
“It is a chance for children to
peel away from their devices and
ask about something being made
right in front of them,” she said.
“Kids love it, but also parents enjoy having the chance to give their
kids new experiences.”
Locals attending the event
echoed this sentiment.
“My son loves this festival,”
said Jaume Marti, who was there
with his wife and son. “I think (he)
enjoys the art and the company.”
Activities included eating
various candies, face painting,
temporary and henna tattoos and a
long list of live bands.
“Many hands have contributed to make this a vibrant event,”
Grandy said.

TIM DRUGAN-EPPICH/STAFF

Durham community members enjoy the festivities at Alleyfest
2015 last Sunday. Owners of the Main Street Makery and The
Candy Bar worked together to put on their second annual
celebration this past weekend, in which students and community
members enjoyed art, music and, of course, candy.

Yoga opportunities expand for UNH students

level of yoga, and even provides mats for those who
do not have their own.
“The club atmosphere is great. It’s a great way
to unwind after classes and just clear your head,”

By ZERINA BAJRAMOVIC
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Yoga has been practiced for thousands of
years, but more recently it has become increasingly
popular, and UNH is not immune to the trend.
UNH and the nearby community offer a huge
variety of yoga to students. From private studios to
group yoga through Campus Recreation and Health
Services, campus dorms holding yoga socials and
even a yoga club, it is clear there is some yoga fever
on and around the UNH campus.
Yoga is known for its spiritual, mental and
physical beneﬁts. The body postures, stretches and
meditation done during a yoga session are known to
improve focus and decrease stress. It’s no surprise
why college students would look towards yoga to
help with their busy lives.
“Where are we? Here. What time is it? Now,”
said Evalyn Sorrentino, a yoga instructor from
Yoga By Donation in Portsmouth, New Hampshire,
as she instructed a group of students Tuesday evening during a weekly Inner Peace Yoga meeting in
the Wildcat’s Den.
In the mirrored room, the lights were dimmed.
The yoga mats were placed in a circle around Sorrentino so that students could reproduce her movements and breathing pattern.
The Inner Peace Yoga Club brings in a new
instructor from nearby communities each Tuesday
night to instruct a yoga class. Each yoga session is
about 60 minutes.
All of the instructors volunteer their time to the
club, and are eager to introduce students to the beneﬁts of yoga. In years past, instructors have come
to instruct a class from as far as Maine and Massachusetts.
The free club accepts students who are at any

“ The club atmosphere is

great. It’s a great way to
unwind after class and just
clear your head. ”

Taylor Berry

co-president, Inner Peace Yoga
Club

ABIGAEL SLEEPER/STAFF

Many UNH students turn to yoga for physical activity and stress
relief. Between classes offered through Health Services and
Campus Rec, student organizations and private studios on and
around campus, there are countless opportunities for students to
learn new skills or practice an old hobby here at UNH.

said Taylor Berry, co-president of Inner Peace Yoga.
Aside from yoga offered weekly to students for
free, there are many yoga studios that have special
prices for college students. Portsmouth alone has
over 25 yoga studios to choose from.
Durham’s own 3 Bridges Yoga opened in 2011,
and has been popular with students ever since because of its proximity to the campus.
“The best part of the studio for us is the mix
of locals and students. It further strengthens that
no matter where you are in your life, you can do
yoga and that we are all in this together,” said Bjorn
Turnquist, founder of 3 Bridges Yoga.

“It’s an efﬁcient way to work the body,
mind and spirit, all in one hour,” Turnquist said.
Along with all of the various places students
can choose to partake in yoga, a new studio is

YOGA continued on Page 10
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TNH Test Kitchen:

TNH

Vegetarian Buffalo Cauliﬂower “Wings”

We have issues.

By ELZABETH HAAS

Wings are a game-night classic, but what if you’re looking for a
vegetarian option? You could buy a small grocery store package
of wing-shaped soy products smothered in buffalo sauce and eat
them while everyone else enjoys their chicken, or you could make
a batch of baked buffalo cauliflower to share with the whole
crew. You’ll get your buffalo fix while munching on vitamin C rich
veggies coated in baked whole grains.
Ingredients:
1 head cauliflower (chopped into bite-sized pieces)
1 cup skim milk
1 cup whole wheat flour
1 tablespoon olive oil
1 bottle of your favorite buffalo wing sauce (try Sweet Baby
Ray’s Buffalo Wing Sauce)
1 bottle ranch dressing (grab fat-free ranch for a healthier option)
1 bottle blue cheese dressing
Optional: 1 cup celery sticks

MUSO Presents….

Movies for:

Sept. 24th - Sept. 27th
INSIDE OUT-3D (PG)

Thursday, Sept 24
Friday, Sept 25
Saterday, Sept. 26
Sunday, Sept. 27

7:00pm-9:00pm
7:00pm-9:00pm
7:00pm-9:00pm
7:00pm-9:00pm

MAD MAX: FURY ROAD

Thursday, Sept. 24
Friday, Sept . 25
Saturday, Sept. 26
Sunday, Sept. 27

6:45 PM - 9:15 PM
6:45 PM - 9:15 PM
6:45 PM - 9:15 PM
6:45 PM - 9:15 PM

INSIDE OUT-3D MATINEE (PG)

Saterday, Sept. 26
Sunday, Sept. 27

4:00pm
4:00pm

Directions:
1. Preheat oven to 450 degrees
F.
2. Combine flour, milk and olive
oil in a large mixing bowl.
3. Coat cauliflower pieces in
flour mixture and spread evenly
on a cookie sheet.
4. Bake for 18 minutes.
5. Pour desired amount of buffalo wing sauce onto cauliflower. Toss until evenly coated.
6. Bake for an additional 7 minutes.
7. Serve with ranch and/or blue
cheese dressing. Celery on the
side optional.

YOGA

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

making its way to Durham.
Bikram Yoga Durham is anticipated to open its doors the
second week of October. Bikram yoga is unique because
it is done in a heated room and

is longer than a normal session
of yoga.
Brandy Higgins, owner and
instructor of Bikram Yoga Durham, is excited and optimistic
about another way for the community to come together and
practice yoga.
Higgins will be providing
free yoga on opening day, and
hopes that the Durham community comes to get a sense of what
it’s all about. As of right now, the
studio will be offering 24 classes

per week.
“It increases listening skills,
concentration, weight control,
allows you to become more
present in the now, and reduces
anxiety and depression,” said
Higgins about Bikram Yoga.
People do yoga for many
reasons. According to Higgins
many people come in for the
workout or healing aspect of
yoga, but leave with so much
more. After a few sessions “they
realize the mindfulness of it,”
Higgins said.
Amanda Ikonos, co-president of the Inner Peace Yoga
Club mostly does yoga for the
stress relief it offers. “It’s an outlet to relax,” Ikonos said.
“It’s amazing — All yoga
is good yoga,” said Higgins in
regards to the recent popularity
of yoga.

for more details go to: www.unhmub.com/movies
Tickets are FREE for students with ID and $6 for others.
$2 for 3D glasses
Movies sponsored by Film Underground are FREE.
Tickets go on sale 1 hour before show time.
Cat’s Cache, Cash, and Credit Cards are the ONLY forms of
accepted payment
For more info contact:
Memorial Union Building & Student Activities University of New Hampshire
(603) 862-2290 - Email: MUB.tickets@unh.edu
83 Main St, Durham, NH 03824

Barrington Cinema

Route 125 664-5671
All Digital Sound
Showtimes Good 9/25-10/1
12:40, 2:55, 5:10, 7:25, 9:40 ( Fri-Sat)
HOTEL
TRANSYLVANIA 12:40, 2:55, 5:10, 7:25 (Sun-Thurs)
2 (PG)
THE INTERN

(PG-13)

1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 9:40( Fri-Sat)
1:00, 4:00, 7:00 (Sun-Thurs)

EVEREST

12:40, 3:40, 6:40, 9:20 (Fri-Sat)
12:40, 3:40, 6:40 (Sun-Thurs)

BLACK MASS

12:50, 3:50, 6:50, 9:40 (Fri-Sat)
12:50, 3:50, 6:50 (Sun-Thurs)

(PG-13)

(R)

MAZE

1:10, 4:10, 7:10, 9:50 (Fri-Sat)
1:10, 4:10, 7:10 (Sun-Thurs)

THE VISIT

1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 10:00 (Fri-Sat)
1:30, 4:30, 7:30 (Sun-Thurs)

RUNNER: THE
SCORCH TRAILS
(PG-13)
(PG-13)

Join us Thursday 10/1
at 8:00pm for the advance screens of
The Martian

www.barnzs.com
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Wildcat Country: No News is Good News
By Ben French

DO YOUR PART.
RECYCLE WHEN
YOU’RE DONE
READING.

NEWSROOM NOISE: “Songs We’re Falling For”
Sam
“Da Mystery of Chessboxin”
- Wu Tang Clan

Brian
“I Don’t Wanna Be” - Gavin DeGraw

Allie
“Family (Blended Babies Remix)”
-Chance the Rapper ft. Vic Mensa
Randi
“Infinity” - One Direction

Ashlyn
“Cheerleader” - Omi
Abbi
“Autumn Leaves”- Paolo Nutini

Yourell
“Die a Happy Man”-Thomas Rhett

Elizabeth
“Bulletproof Weeks”
- Matt Nathanson

Michaela
“Nothing Left for No One”- Kygo
Melanie
“Tied Up” - Casey Veggies
Tom
“Killing the Blues”- Robert Plant
JLo
“Here” - Alessia Cara

3rd annual statewide

IDENTIFY

A social or environmental problem (anywhere in the world).

PRODUCE

A two-page proposal and three-minute video on how
to fix it. We’ll even help you with the video production!

WIN

Cash and the opportunity to work with UNH faculty
and external partners to develop the ideas further.
Student Prizes
1st place: $5,000
2nd place: $3,000
3rd place: $2,000

DEADLINE

Community Prizes
1st place: $10,000
2nd place: $5,000
3rd place: $2,500

FOR REGISTRATION:
Monday, October 12
FOR SUBMISSIONS:
Thursday, November 5
Challenge Finals: Friday, November 20

Learn more and enter the challenge now! unh.edu/svic #NHInnovates

oPeN to

SoCIaL VeNture
INNoVatIoN CHaLLeNge
All current NH college students
or 2015 graduates, UNH alumni

&

The NH Community

Brought to you by:
Peter T. Paul College of Business & Economics
Carsey School of Public Policy
UNH Sustainability Institute
New Hampshire EPSCoR
Net Impact UNH
UNH Innovation
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VW CEO: ‘I am endlessly sorry’ brand is tarnished
By DEE-ANN DURBIN
ASSOCIATED PRESS

DETROIT — Volkswagen
AG’s smog-test scandal escalated
Tuesday as the company acknowledged putting stealth software in
millions of vehicles worldwide.
The crisis has already cost VW
more than 24 billion euros ($26
billion) in market value.
The world’s top-selling carmaker now admits that 11 million
of its diesel vehicles contain software that evades emissions controls, far more than the 482,000
cars identiﬁed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as
violating clean air laws.
Volkswagen set aside an initial 6.5 billion euros ($7.3 billion)
to cover the fallout and “win back
the trust” of customers. It also said
this year’s proﬁt projections will
change, and warned that future
costs remain undetermined.
CEO Martin Winterkorn
apologized for the deception under his leadership and pledged a
fast and thorough investigation,
but gave no indication that he
might resign. Meanwhile, Volkswagen’s ordinary shares fell another 20 percent Tuesday, to close
at 111.20 euros.
“Millions of people across
the world trust our brands, our cars
and our technologies,” Winterkorn
said Tuesday in a video message.
“I am endlessly sorry that we have
disappointed this trust. I apologize
in every way to our customers, to
authorities and the whole public
for the wrongdoing.”

“We are asking, I am asking for your trust on our way forward,” he said.
That may be a tall order for
people who bought “clean diesel”
VWs believing they could get
peppy rides but still be environmentally friendly.
“I thought I was doing something good and not something
bad,” said Zandy Hartig, an actress in Los Angeles who bought a
diesel-powered Jetta Sportswagen
in 2013.

“ Let’s be clear

about this. Our
company was dishonest. With the
EPA, and the California Air Resources
Board, and with
all of you. And in
my German words,
we have totally
screwed up,”
Michael Horn

Head of Volkswagen’s
U.S. division
She plans to get it repaired,
but says she’ll never buy a Volkswagen again. “It’s not a design
ﬂaw. It’s deliberately manipulat-

ing the system, and it’s quite evil,”
Hartig said.
VW has yet to explain who
installed the software, under what
direction, and why.
“I do not have the answers to
all the questions at this point myself, but we are in the process of
clearing up the background relentlessly,” Winterkorn said.
The EPA said Friday that VW
faces potential ﬁnes of $37,500
per vehicle, and that anyone found
personally responsible is subject
to $3,750 per violation.
In theory, the penalties could
total $18 billion or more, although
companies rarely pay maximum
ﬁnes in the U.S.
“I don’t think this is a lifethreatening event, but it’s clear it’s
going to be very expensive,” said
Christian Stadler, who teaches
strategic management at the Warwick Business School.
Volkswagen blamed unrelated issues for more than a year
while the EPA and California
regulators asked why its cars were
running much dirtier on the road.
The agencies refused to approve
2016 models without an answer.
Only then did VW acknowledge that software switches its
engines to a cleaner mode during
ofﬁcial emissions testing. The
“defeat device” then switches off
again, giving the cars more power while emitting as much as 40
times the legal pollution limit during actual driving, the EPA said.
“Let’s be clear about this.
Our company was dishonest. With
the EPA, and the California Air

Get your free Official Debit Card
of the UNH Wildcats.
Available with any checking account, including FREE Student Checking.

FREE ATM fees worldwide*
FREE Instantly issued Visa® debit card at any branch or
available online
FREE Online banking, bill pay and mobile apps with
remote check deposit**
FREE While supplies, last, get your UNH Wildcat scarf! ***

Visit our ATMs in the UNH Field House
and Whittemore Center.
LIVE PERSON SERVICE 24/7 • 800.936.7730 • SERVICECU.ORG/wildcats
*The number of free withdrawals from non-Service Credit Union ATMs is 20 monthly. ATM surcharges from other financial
federally insured by ncua institutions will be refunded up to $20 a month. Eligibility requirements are Student Checking or direct deposit of entire net
pay into a Service Credit Union checking account and maintaining a positive balance in all your SCU accounts. Refunds will
be applied to account on first business day of the following monthly cycle that the rebate eligibility requirements were met. The rebate benefit is only available for SCU
checking account holders. Exlcudes No Fee Checking. **Must be a member of Service Credit Union for 30 days and enrolled in Online Banking. Other conditions apply.
***Free with any new checking account and UNH debit card. Visa is a registered trademark of the Visa International Service Association.

Resources Board, and with all of
you. And in my German words,
we have totally screwed up,” the
head of Volkswagen’s U.S. division, Michael Horn, said Monday while unveiling a new Passat
model in New York.
Across the sector, investors
wondered how far this scandal
could grow. Germany’s Daimler
AG, the maker of Mercedes-Benz
cars, was down 7 percent Tuesday,
while BMW AG fell 6 percent.
France’s Renault SA was 7.1 percent lower.
“Brands are all about trust
and it takes years and years to
develop. But in the space of 24
hours, Volkswagen has gone from
one people could trust to one people don’t know what to think of,”
said Nigel Currie, an independent
U.K.-based branding consultant.
Volkswagen’s stock plunged
again Tuesday after the company
said similar “discrepancies” in
Type EA 189 engines involve
some 11 million vehicles worldwide — more than the 10 million
or so cars it sold last year.
It also said new vehicles with
EU 6 diesel engines currently on
sale in the European Union comply with legal requirements and
environmental standards.
The company hasn’t revealed
the results of internal investigations, beyond announcing the
much wider impact on Tuesday.
“I hope that the facts will be
put on the table as quickly as possible,” German Chancellor Angela
Merkel said in Berlin.
It may already be too late

for people like Peggy Schaeffer,
a librarian from Durham, North
Carolina, who bought her diesel
Jetta Sportwagen in 2010. She
had liked Volkswagens, and “until
this week, I was completely happy
with it,” she said.
Now, she’s dismayed to
know that during a recent crosscountry trip, she was “polluting
all the way.” And if Volkswagen’s
eventual repair diminishes her
car’s sportiness or fuel efﬁciency,
she’s not sure she wants it.
“I really feel like I’ve been
had. I’ve been hoodwinked. This
is deliberate fraud and deceit,” she
said. Winterkorn became CEO in
2007. The software was installed
starting with 2009 models. He was
looking forward to getting a twoyear contract extension, keeping
him in charge through 2018, at the
company’s regular board meeting
Friday. Some board members reportedly planned a crisis meeting
Wednesday.
Other authorities looking into
VW’s actions include Germany,
where the transport minister announced a commission of inquiry
to determine whether VW’s diesel
vehicles comply with German and
European rules; the French government, which demanded that
its automakers “ensure that no
such actions are taking place in
France,” the South Korean government and the European Commission. The U.S. Justice Department is involved, and New York’s
attorney general also announced a
multi-state investigation on Tuesday.

UN to continue Ebola help
By KRISTA LARSON
ASSOCIATED PRESS

DAKAR, Senegal — The
United Nations is now planning
for its Ebola response to last into
mid-2016, suggesting the battle
against the virus that has killed
more than 11,000 people won’t
be over by year-end, according to
a report Wednesday.
The news comes as health
ofﬁcials struggle to contain a
resurgence of cases in both Sierra Leone and Guinea largely
because of problems tracing patients.
The World Health Organization and its humanitarian partners
indicated Wednesday that Phase
Three of their Ebola response
would continue into 2016. Those
activities include stopping transmission of Ebola, indicating
more cases are anticipated.
Liberia, which had the most
Ebola deaths, has managed to
stop the virus. By contrast, Guinea continues to report new cases
nearly two years after the virus
ﬁrst emerged in the country’s remote forests.

As many as 11 percent of
contacts are still not being traced
on any given day, Wednesday’s
report said.
“One of the new reported
cases was symptomatic within
the community for two weeks
followed by trips to two clinics
in the capital before detection,”
it said. “Efforts are underway to
strengthen contact tracing, which
continues to be an issue.”
Sierra Leone is also struggling to track the origin of its
cases, giving the sick more time
to interact with and potentially
infect others. Earlier this month
ﬁve new patients emerged including a 16-year-old girl who
was the ﬁrst case in her area in
more than ﬁve months. It’s still
not known how she got sick,
health ofﬁcials said.
Dr. Margaret Chan, the head
of the World Health Organization, had told the U.N. Security
Council back in August that the
Ebola epidemic could be over
by the end of 2015. At the same
time, though, she also cautioned
against “a false sense of security”
and said setbacks were possible.
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Wildlife park in Rwanda recovers 2 decades after genocide
By CHRISTOPHER
TORCHIA
Associated Press

AKAGERA
NATIONAL
PARK, Rwanda — After Rwanda’s 1994 genocide, returning
refugees swept into the country’s
biggest national park with herds of
cattle and wiped out the last lions.
Now the once-abandoned reserve
on the border with Tanzania is
drawing more tourists, reducing
poaching and involving more villagers in conservation. It even reintroduced lions this year.
It is quite a turnaround for
Akagera National Park, whose
landscape of savannah, acacia
woodlands and papyrus swamps
was reduced by more than half to
433 square miles (1,122 square kilometers) following the 1990s upheaval. While still reliant on donor
funding, the park owes its success
to a partnership between a nonprofit group with deep pockets and
management experience as well as
a government led by a powerful
leader that has turned stability and
tourism into pillars of a growing
economy.
It is not an easy recipe to
emulate. In many parts of Africa,
conservation has suffered because

of state corruption, lax law enforcement, porous national borders and conflicts that make it easier for gunmen to poach wildlife.
Today, visitors to Akagera
see hippos, crocodiles and cormorants on sunset cruises on Lake
Ihema, where British explorer
Henry Stanley camped in the late
19th century. Also on the shore
sits an abandoned house that was
a weekend retreat for Rwandan
President Juvenal Habyarimana,
who died when his plane was shot
down in 1994, igniting violence
that became the genocide.
In 2010, the government
of the current president, Paul
Kagame, handed management of
Akagera to African Parks, a group
based in Johannesburg that now
runs 10 wildlife areas on the continent. African Parks donors include
the Walton Family Foundation,
the European Union and the WWF
conservation group.
The Akagera deal happened
after the Dubai World holding
company dropped investment
plans in the park because of the
global economic downturn. African Parks often takes over parks in
decline and faces hard challenges
elsewhere in Africa. In August, the
group reported elephant poaching

incidents in parks it manages in
Chad, Congo and Malawi.
Founded by Belgian colonizers in the 1930s, Akagera is considered a high performer, boosted
by the relocation of seven lions
from South Africa.
Park revenue was $1 million
in 2014, a fivefold increase over
2010 but still short of the annual
budget of just over $2 million,
said Sarah Hall, Akagera’s tourism and marketing manager. Visitors, mostly day-trippers, nearly
doubled to about 28,000, half of
them Rwandans, in the same period, Hall said.
The Ruzizi Tented Lodge,
managed by the park, offers rustic
but comfortable shelter in a lakeside forest. Wooden boardwalks
link the nine solar-powered tents
and thatched reception. Monkeys
occasionally block a visitor’s path
before scampering away; hippos
snort in the darkness. Lodge staff
give sound advice: always keep
your tent flaps zipped tight.
Last year, half a dozen safari
operators expressed interest in a
luxury lodge concession in Akagera, but the plan was delayed
partly because the deadly Ebola
virus in West Africa hurt tourism
elsewhere on the continent. Some

operators were from Kenya, where
tourism has also suffered from attacks by Islamic extremists.
Outside the park, beehives
made from dried banana leaves,
pasted with cow dung, hang in
trees near the fence, part of an
African Parks project to support
Rwandan villagers who might otherwise resort to poaching animals
or chopping down endangered
sandalwood trees, whose oil is
used in the perfume industry.
One beneficiary of parkbacked community programs is
Gatete Evode, a former poacher
who killed zebra, impala and other animals for the meat but later
joined a butchers’ cooperative that
sells legal items such as beef.
“Now I’m a free man,” said
Evode, relieved at quitting a criminal career.
Rwanda invests 5 percent of
revenues from its national parks
in community projects such as
schools and clinics. Rwanda
has three other national parks,
including Volcanoes National
Park, home to endangered mountain gorillas, and a shrinking forested area that was approved as
a park by lawmakers in September.
There is not much wilder-

ness left in Rwanda, which is
known as the “land of a thousand hills.” Many slopes are
heavily cultivated. Rwanda has
more than 12 million people and
is slightly smaller than the U.S.
state of Massachusetts, which
has nearly 7 million people.
To counter threats, African
Parks doubled Akagera’s ranger
force to about 60 and Rwanda
funded construction of a fence
along the park’s western perimeter. Poachers killed 26 animals
in Akagera in 2014 ‚Äî a sharp
drop from previous years ‚Äî
and only three through the end
of August this year, according
to park figures. The last elephant
poaching occurred in 2010.
One morning, a woman in
a pink T-shirt blew a whistle
while leading rangers on an early morning jog around a camp.
A few baboons roamed the
grounds, loitering near cooking
pots. On a computer screen at
park headquarters, staff monitored the movements of the new
lions, which wear GPS collars.
Akagera’s next big project
is the reintroduction of rhinos,
possibly next year. The last recorded sighting of a rhino was
in 2007.

biggest arms sale ever by a NATO
country to Russia.
France agreed to refund 950
million euros ($1 billion) already
paid by Russia. France didn’t say
how much Egypt has agreed to
pay, but denied losing money. A
military official who was not authorized to speak publicly about
the deal said Egypt would pay 950
million euros ($1 billion) for both
ships, which will be delivered next
March.
Russia had traditionally supplied Egypt’s military, but the
country has turned more recently
toward Western arms purchases,
with France taking a leading role.
Egypt bought 24 advanced fighter
jets from France earlier this year
for nearly $6 billion, as it sought
international help to bomb IS tar-

gets.

President Francois Hollande
said he and Egyptian President
Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi closed the
deal Tuesday after several weeks
of talks.
“France will assure delivery
of these boats while losing nothing, and by doing so protecting
Egypt,” Hollande said. He noted
French military cooperation with
Egypt and Egypt’s “important
role” in the Middle East.
He said el-Sissi underscored
the role of the Suez Canal and
“how important it is for Europe,
for the Middle East, for trade that
the Suez Canal be protected.”
Analysts said it was unlikely
that Egypt would re-sell the ships
to Russia given the increasing value of its relationship with France.

And the military official said it
was not permitted for the buyer of
a warship to re-sell without permission from the original seller.
But, conveniently, Egypt already owns Russian-made helicopters that are of the same kind
originally planned for the decks of
the two Mistrals, the official said.
The Egyptian government
has been battling a long-running
insurgency in the northern Sinai region, which escalated after the military ousted Islamist
President Mohammed Morsi in
July 2013 amid massive protests
against his rule, and cracked
down on Islamic groups. A local
IS affiliate has been claiming responsibility for militant attacks
in the area.
Peter Roberts, a senior

research fellow at the Royal
United Services Institute and a
former Royal Navy officer, said
Egypt’s military is shifting its
focus, previously on the Sinai, to
a more regional outlook.
“It does provide an interesting window into the decisionmaking of Egypt’s leaders at this
moment,” he said.
Analysts said the purchase
showed Egypt’s attempt to take a
more muscular role in the region,
notably with the disintegration
of Yemen and Libya.
“The reality is that Egypt
isn’t going to try to conquer Libya or Yemen,” said Ben Moores,
an analyst with IHS Janes. “It’s
not trying to change those countries. It’s just trying to keep a lid
on them.”

train heading from New York to
Toronto and four other terrorrelated charges.
Jaser was found guilty of
conspiring to commit murder
in support of terrorism and two
other charges. Jaser, who was
born in the United Arab Emirates to Palestinian parents but is
not an UAE citizen, was living in
Toronto when he was arrested in
2013.
Investigators say the men
received guidance from members
of al-Qaida in Iran. Iranian government officials denied having
anything to do with the plot.
Toronto Justice Michael

Code found both men have not
renounced their extremist beliefs, have not expressed remorse
and present questionable prospects for rehabilitation.
“Code found that they were
very serious and committed,”
prosecutor Croft Michaelson said
outside the courtroom. “He found
that they were not remorseful and
that there was really no indication of substantial rehabilitation.
They’re dangerous individuals
and that came through in the life
sentences.”
During their trial, the court
heard that an undercover FBI
agent gained the trust of Jaser

and Esseghaier and surreptitiously recorded their conversations,
which made up the bulk of the
case’s evidence.
The two were recorded
speaking about alleged terror
plots they would conduct in retaliation for Canada’s military
actions in Muslim countries,
including the derailing the New
York-to-Toronto train.
A few weeks after Esseghaier and Jaser were arrested, FBI
officials arrested a Tunisian man
in New York who they said was
linked to the rail terror plot.
Ahmed Abassi was charged
with trying to remain in the Unit-

ed States illegally to build a cell
for international acts of terror.
Prosecutors, in a letter submitted to a U.S. District Court
judge in Manhattan, said Abassi
had radicalized Esseghaier. But
the U.S. government later admitted Abassi had refused an invitation to join Esseghaier in conspiring to derail a train between
New York and Montreal.
Abassi pleaded guilty last
year to lying about why he came
to the United States in 2013 and
was sentenced by a judge in New
York to 15 months he had already
served in prison last year. He was
deported to Tunisia.

Egypt buys 2 warships in 2nd military purchase from France
By LORI HINNANT
Associated Press

PARIS — Egypt has agreed
to buy two assault ships from
France, the French government
said Wednesday, dramatically increasing its capabilities on- and
off-shore as the country tries to
assume a more prominent role
against Islamic State militants.
The assault ships, which can
each carry 16 helicopter gunships,
700 troops and up to 50 armored
vehicles, were originally intended for Russia. France continued
building to Russia’s specifications
— including stenciling Cyrillic
writing throughout the vessels
— until the deal finally fell apart
because of the Ukraine crisis. It
was originally supposed to be the

2 men charged in Canada train terror receive life in prison
By CHARMAINE
NORONHA
Associated Press

TORONTO — Two men
found guilty of plotting to derail a passenger train in Canada
with support from al-Qaida were
sentenced Wednesday to life in
prison.
Chiheb Esseghaier and Raed
Jaser must serve a minimum of
10 years before becoming eligible for parole on their life sentences.
A jury convicted Esseghaier,
a Tunisian national, earlier this
year of planning to derail a Via
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China economy: Weakened but still growing
By JOE McDONALD
Associated press

BEIJING — President Xi
Jinping is visiting the United
States as leader of a China whose
image of economic success has
taken a beating.
Stock market turmoil and a
surprise currency devaluation fueled fears of a Chinese slump with
global repercussions. But even a
weaker China still is on track to
turn in some of the world’s strongest growth this year. And some
industries including retailing are
expanding at double-digit rates.
China’s 5-year-old slowdown is self-imposed as the ruling
Communist Party tries to steer the
world’s second-largest economy
to more self-sustaining growth
based on domestic consumption.
Steel and construction suffered
as the party put the brakes on an
investment boom, but as job creators they already have been supplanted by e-commerce, tourism
and other service industries.
“Those touting China’s sudden fragility are either exaggerating current problems or have
entirely missed the slowdown of
the past several years,” said China Beige Book, a U.S. research
firm, in a report this week. It said
China’s image might be “more

thoroughly divorced from facts
on the ground” than at any time
since it began conducting surveys
of the country’s economy five
years ago.
Xi started his U.S. visit
Tuesday with a stop in Seattle to
meet business leaders and visit
Boeing Co. and Microsoft Corp.
On Thursday, he goes to Washington to meet President Barack
Obama.
This year, Beijing is expected to report growth of 6.5 percent
to 7 percent. That is down from
last year’s 7.3 percent but more
than double the 3.1 percent forecast for the U.S. by the International Monetary Fund. Only India
is expected to grow faster at 7.5
percent.
The slowdown came as no
surprise: Economists warned
nearly a decade ago the model
based on trade and investment
that delivered three decades of
growth had run out of steam.
Communist leaders told the
public to prepare for wrenching
change.
A falling growth rate also is
a symptom of China’s success. Its
economy passed Japan’s in size
in 2009 and since then has added
Japan’s to its output. That means
China needs to generate twice as
much additional economic activ-

ity to keep growing at the same
percentage rate.
Some forecasters suggest
Beijing overstates growth and
the true rate might be as low as 5
percent. Even at that level, China
will add almost one Indonesia to
its economy this year.
Weakness in shipbuilding,
construction and heavy industry
are signs of progress in Beijing’s
campaign to transform a nation of
farmers and factory workers into
a consumer-driven economy and
creator of technology.
E-commerce,
restaurants
and other services for China’s
own consumers accounted for
41.7 percent of employment in
the latest quarter, well ahead of
manufacturing’s 34.7 percent, according to government data.
Retail sales grew by 10.4
percent in August. E-commerce
grew at twice that rate, generating
new jobs in logistics and delivery
services.
Business at Tiantian Express,
a delivery company in the eastern
city of Qingdao, has tripled over
the past year, according to its operations manager, Sun Qiang. He
said its workforce doubled in size
to 150.
“There is still big room for
growth,” said Sun.
Faith in China’s ability to

surge ahead while the rest of the
world struggled was shaken by
the collapse of a stock price bubble. Yet the economic meltdown
many feared never materialized.
That was due to the fact
that, unlike stock markets in the
United States or Europe, China’s
has few links to what communist
leaders call “the real economy.”
The biggest publicly traded companies are state-owned, so traders
make decisions based on official
policy and availability of credit.
Only about 7 percent of
Chinese households own stocks,
which is a fraction of levels in the
United States, Europe or Japan,
so losses had little impact on consumer spending.
After its plunge, the Shanghai Composite Index still is up
42 percent from one year ago,
underpinned by a multibillion
dollar government intervention
to support prices. The Standard &
Poor’s 500 index of U.S. stocks is
down 4.4 percent.
Exports are far weaker than
expected, raising the risk of job
losses and unrest. Sales of Chinese goods abroad fell 1.6 percent in the first eight months of
2015 compared with a year ago,
well below Beijing’s target of 6
percent annual growth.
Huang Jianying, owner of

a company in Shanghai with 60
employees that produces electrical switching boxes, said he used
to export most of his output but
switched to promoting domestic
sales as foreign demand weakened.
“Sometimes customers ask
about the price and after that we
never hear from them again,” he
said.
Still, China is doing better
than South Korea and Taiwan,
where exports fell 6.1 percent
and 8.8 percent in the same
eight-month period, respectively. And exports matter less to
China than they did in the ‘90s,
when its domestic market was
anemic.
Meanwhile, Chinese purchases of foreign consumer
products and technology are
growing at rates that might surprise pessimists.
In the first half of 2015, U.S.
exports to China of aerospace
goods rose by 21.3 percent over
a year earlier, pharmaceuticals
by 14.6 percent and electronics
by 10.5 percent, according to the
Commerce Department.

that they didn’t have the right to
fail in their best chance at peace
in decades.
As part of talks in Cuba
stretching over more than two
years, both sides had already
agreed on plans for land reform,
political participation for guerrillas who lay down their weapons
and how to jointly combat drug
trafficking. Further cementing
expectations of a deal, the rebel
movement known as the FARC
declared a unilateral cease-fire in
July and has been working with
Colombia’s military on a program
to remove tens of thousands of
rebel-planted land mines.
But amid the slow, but steady
progress, one issue seemed almost
insurmountable: How to compensate victims and punish FARC
commanders for human rights
abuses in light of international
conventions Colombia has signed
and almost unanimous public rejection of the rebels.
The FARC, whose troops
have thinned to an estimated 6,400
from a peak of 21,000 in 2002,
have long insisted they haven’t

committed any crimes and aren’t
abandoning the battlefield only to
end up in jail. They say that they
would only consent to prison time
if leaders of Colombia’s military,
which has a litany of war crimes
to its name, and the nation’s political elite are locked up as well.
On Tuesday, Santos dispatched his negotiating team to
Cuba almost a week ahead of the
next scheduled round of talks and
then further fueled speculation of
a breakthrough by announcing on
Twitter he would stop in Havana
en route to New York, where he’s
scheduled to address the United
Nations General Assembly on
Friday.
It’s the first official visit by
Santos to the negotiations. He was
expected to be joined at an event
with the FARC’s top military
commander Rodrigo Londono.
The FARC peace delegation said on Twitter that the rebel
leader, better known by his alias
Timochenko, is already in Havana
and sent images of him dressed in
a sweat suit arriving on a chartered flight to Havana and relax-

ing in a leather sofa chair with
rebel negotiators.
“Some people on both sides
will be unhappy. Some want more
peace, others want more justice,”
Santos said in a speech Tuesday,
hinting at the advances. “Not everyone in the world will be content, but I’m sure in the long run
we’ll be much better off.”
Two people close to the talks,
speaking on condition of anonymity so as not to distract from
Wednesday’s announcement, said
that a road map to conclude talks
will also be unveiled.
The government has gone
to great lengths to insist that its
framework for so-called transitional justice doesn’t represent
impunity for guerrilla crimes such
as the kidnapping of civilians,
forced recruitment of child soldiers and heavy involvement in
cocaine trafficking, for which the
FARC’s top leadership has been
indicted in the U.S.
But even before details have
become known, conservative critics lashed out at what they said
was excessive lenience on the part

of the government.
“Santos, it’s not peace that’s
near, it’s the surrender to the
FARC and the tyranny of Venezuela,” former President Alvaro
Uribe, whose military offensive
last decade winnowed the FARC’s
ranks and pushed its leaders to the
negotiating table, said in a message on Twitter. “Without jail time
for the commanders, there will be
a deal in Havana but also a recipe
for more violence in Colombia.”
With the sticky issue of
transitional justice apparently
resolved, negotiators must still
come up with a mechanism for
rebels to demobilize, hand over
their weapons and provide reparations to their victims. Santos has
also promised he’ll give Colombians the chance to ratify any deal,
which must also clear the nation’s
Congress.

Mombasa police chief Francis
Wanjohi told a news conference.
Kenya’s government is trying to determine whether it was
a U.N. agency transporting the
weapons and why the arms were
not disclosed in the cargo manifest, said Wanjohi. Twenty crew
members of the vessel will be
charged with illegal arms trafficking, he said.
“None of these were declared in the manifest, therefore
the Kenyan government was not

aware of that,” said Wanjohi.
“It is procedural that everything
must be declared, but in this case
the Kenyan government was not
made aware.”
All the U.N. trucks on the
ship will remain at the port until
the verification exercise is completed, he said.
An investigation is ongoing
and a report will explain why police targeted the ship, the Hoegh
Transporter, said Kenyan police
spokesman Charles Owino.

The Norwegian shipping
company Hoegh Autoliners confirmed in statement Wednesday
that Kenyan authorities found
inside some of the U.N. vehicles
weapons that had not been declared in the cargo manifest.
The shipping company said
it believes the weapons belong
to the U.N. vehicles in which
they were found. The company
said its shipping contract clearly
stated that no weapons should
be transported. The consignment

of vehicles was from Mumbai,
India, and was destined for the
U.N. peacekeeping mission in
Congo.

AP researchers Yu Bing in
Beijing and Fu Ting in Shanghai
contributed.

Colombia’s president traveling to Cuba to promote peace
By ANNE-MARIE
GARCIA
Associated Press

HAVANA, — Colombian
President Juan Manuel Santos
arrived in Cuba Wednesday for
a surprise meeting with guerrilla
commanders that could remove
the last significant obstacle to a
deal ending Latin America’s oldest armed conflict.
“Peace is near” Santos said
on Twitter Wednesday before embarking on a trip to Havana, where
he and negotiators for the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia are expected to announce an
agreement on the thorny issue of
how to punish rebel commanders
for human rights abuses.
It’s also possible they will
announce a bilateral cease-fire
and set a deadline to sign a definitive accord, two people close
to the talks told The Associated
Press on condition of anonymity.
The apparent breakthrough
comes after Pope Francis, in a
visit to the communist-led island
this week, warned the two sides

Goodman reported from Bogota, Colombia. AP Writers Jacobo Garcia, Libardo Cardona and
Cesar Garcia contributed to this
report from Bogota.

Kenyan authorities find undeclared weapons on foreign ship
By STAFF REPORT
Associated Press

MOMBASA, — Kenyan
security forces searching a Norwegian ship at Mombasa port
discovered undeclared weapons
among the consignment of U.N.
vehicles, local police and the
ship’s Norwegian owner said
Wednesday.
Rifles and Russian-made
rocket-propelled grenades were
among a “cache of firearms,”
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The scoop on SCOPE

Why the Student Committee on Popular Entertainment is
on point with its fall concert selection.

M

usic is one category this
campus doesn’t lack diversity in, and catering
to the musical tastes of the 12,000
some-odd students is not an easy
task. Nonetheless, the Student Committee on Popular Entertainment’s
(SCOPE) decision to choose Kygo
as the performer for its fall concert
at the Whittemore Center on Oct. 24
was the right move.
Hailing from Norway, the Electronica DJ is a relevant entertainer
on the rise whose music is gaining
in popularity among fans of all
genres. “Stole the show” currently
sits at spot 28 in the Billboard Hot
100 charts, and he has over 15.8
million monthly listeners on Spotify.
Not too shabby.
Granted, there are undoubtedly
a number of students on this campus—including several on The New
Hampshire staff—who have never
heard of him, but that’s not a valid
excuse to dismiss the concert.
Trying to ﬁnd a performer that
all students at UNH will enjoy is an
exercise in futility. Students’ tastes
in music are far too heterogeneous
across the board for SCOPE to ﬁnd
a “catch-all” performer everyone
will enjoy.
Bearing that in mind, SCOPE
made a wise choice in selecting an

entertainer as opposed to a musician whose studio recordings are far
superior to his or her live performances. Due to the nature of his
music, ‘knowing all the words’ is
not necessary. There’s nothing more
obnoxious at a concert than that
person belting out every verse to a
song.

Hailing from Norway,
the Electronica DJ is a
relevant entertainer
on the rise whose
music is gaining in
popularity among
fans of all genres.
Students on campus will always
complain about the choice, and they
have every right to do so. If SCOPE
doesn’t know what students want,
they won’t be able to accommodate
their requests.
In fact, there is evidence that
shows SCOPE caters to students’
wants. After bringing Logic to
campus last fall, SCOPE was heavily criticized by country fans. The
student-run committee responded by
bringing Lee Brice, a popular con-

temporary country artist, to perform
at the Whittemore Center in the
spring. Not surprisingly, the concert
was a hit.
Another incentive to check out
this year’s concert: Students don’t
have to wait in ridiculously long
lines with the MUB’s new online
ticketing system. Long lines have
deterred students from attending
concerts in the past, and for good
reason. Waiting in line for several
hours is absurd.
Students will have the right
to be disappointed if the concert
ends up being terrible, but only to
a certain degree. It’s important to
remember that SCOPE is a studentrun committee. The concerts they
organize allow us to see distinguished performers live without
leaving Durham. UNH students
want to be entertained, and SCOPE
has answered the call with Kygo.
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 Letters policy
We welcome letters to the editor and aim to publish as many as possible. In writing, please follow these simple guidelines: Keep letters under 300 words. Type
them. Date them. Sign them; make sure they're signed by no more than two people. If you're a student, include your year, major and phone number. Faculty and
staff: Give us your department and phone number. TNH edits for space, clarity, accuracy and vulgarity. Bring letters to our ofﬁce in Room 132 in the MUB, email
them to tnh.editor@unh.edu or send them to The New Hampshire, MUB Room 132, Durham, NH 03824.
Opinions expressed in both signed and unsigned letters to the Editor, opinion pieces, cartoons and columns are not necessarily those of The New Hampshire or
its staff. If you do not see your side of the argument being presented, we invite you to submit a letter to the editor by sending an email to tnh.editor@unh.edu.
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Examining the GOP candidates

A

bout four months, and
two debates into their
campaigns, the large and
impressive GOP field is finally
starting to sort itself out. We
have already seen some rise
quickly and others lose sight of
their eventual path to the nomination and drop out. The political outsiders, Ben Carson, Carly
Fiorina and Donald Trump, have
all been shown tremendous support thus far. While Jeb Bush,
Marco Rubio and Ted Cruz have
been waiting patiently for their
opportunity to snatch the nomination.

We have already
seen some rise
quickly and others
lose sight of their
eventual path to
the nomination
and drop out.
Let’s begin with the frontrunner: Donald Trump. His poll
numbers have gone down recently, and his allies in the field have
reached a grand total of zero.
As we saw last Wednesday, Mr.
Trump held off attacks, but was

From the Right
Peter Hinman
exposed for his lack of knowledge in many categories—most
notably in foreign policy. In this
category, Jeb Bush got the better
of the businessman. Right now
their rivalry for Iowa and New
Hampshire could not be any
bigger. Despite all this Donald
Trump still holds the lead in every poll, but do not expect him to
continue this surge.
Carly Fiorina has proven
herself. The former Hewlett
Packard secretary turned CEO
is now a household name. She
is tough, sincere and she means
business. Despite not having a
record to run like her counterparts on the Democratic ticket, she is willing to show the
American people that she is the
most qualified candidate when
it comes to business and diplomatic relations.
Jeb Bush is starting to rise
like he was expected to do. He
has been jabbing back and forth
with Donald Trump and eventually will go the full 15 rounds
with him. If Trump hangs with
Bush until the primary, expect
Jeb to win the split decision.The
former Florida governor is proud
to endorse his record, which is

one that can’t be distorted by
the Democrats when it comes to
the general election. The brother
of George W. Bush and the son
of George H.W. Bush, Jeb is
not afraid to say he is different
but also loyal to his family and
country.
Florida Sen. Marco Rubio
has seen his poll numbers go
up recently. He is young, smart
and a great orator. His ability to
relate to Americans through the
expression of his humble beginnings paired with his strong
speech delivery from behind the
podium to be is inspiring. However, stories of him struggling to
uphold his own finances have recently been surfacing. Nonetheless, Rubio can go as far as the
American people will allow him
to. Right now, he seems to be
most people’s fall back option,
but perhaps that will change
once his recognition keeps going up.
The American people can
find hope and inspiration for the
future from the above-mentioned
candidates. While it is still unclear who will win the election,
one thing is for certain: the Republican Party is right for the
job.

Peter Hinman is a senior
majoring in political science.

You’re aging well

E

very now and again, people get to feeling overwhelmed. Whether it’s a
mid-life crisis, ADHD-related,
or just a student in the throes
of amped-up college life and
swamps of homework, we all experience that dreadful emotion.
When you get to that time, a good
way to relieve that stress is to take
a break from everything that is
causing your stress, breathe deeply, and remember that all will be
well again soon and you just have
to make it over this one challenge
for now. This sentiment is well
accounted for in the song “You’re
Aging Well” as performed by Dar
Williams.
This song talks about the
social pressure put on us to live
a certain type of life and to have
accomplished certain tasks at
certain stages or ages of our lives.
Its message is that we shouldn’t
worry about what we’re supposed to do or how we “should”
be living, but to enjoy our lives
and appreciate every moment.
The message is meant to be reassuring – don’t stress about not
living up to your own or society’s
expectations: everything is going the way it should and there
is someone out there who does
support you in everything you do,
whether or not you know each
other personally. Enjoy your life
while it lasts. Don’t overthink

Musing on Music
Gabrielle Lamontagne
things and stop trying to fight
everyone around you because
you’re frustrated with how your
life is going. Relax and you
might realize that this whole time
you’ve been hating or fighting
or anxious around the people
who love you and just want to
help you improve and enjoy your
existence. Turning that around
and supporting other people going through a difficult time is just
as important. It goes along with
the idea of the “Chain of Love”
where you spread the goodwill
that comes your way to improve
the lives of others. Most of all it’s
about feeling good in your skin,
no matter how wrinkled it is.
The verses words are fast(er)
paced in Dar William’s version of
this song, which I think is meant
to represent the rat-race seeming
rush of our daily lives and all

the anxiety and pressure we feel
under that strain of time-management, despite the slower beat
behind it, which could represent
the more relaxed way that we
are meant to live. However, the
happier, bubblier refrain is meant
to sound like a friend telling you
that he or she is there for you,
soothing in a way, even though
the beat itself is faster and livelier than during the verses. This
folk-genre song is considered
so because it is so relative to all
people, perhaps even more so in
modern days than when it was
written. Sometimes it feels like
all we can do is rush around and
that we don’t have time to slow
down, breathe, relax, or smell
the roses. This song is an attempt
to remind us that a lot of that
fast-paced lifestyle is something
pushed on us by society and not
a necessary way of existence.
In fact, I believe it’s easier to
survive longer if we sit back and
relax now and then rather than
just taking the highway through
life – always on the go.
So try listening to this song
whenever you need a break from
the stress of reality and let it help
you remember to really live, not
just exist.
Gabrielle Lamontagne is a
junior majoring in French and
business administration.
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Thumbs Up
Thumbs Down
Thumbs up to the start of fall.

Thumbs down to not being able to
wear sandles.
Thumbs up to free legal services.

Thumbs down to court dates in Dover.
Thumbs up to Kygo coming to UNH.

Thumbs down to being too broke to
buy a ticket.
Thumbs up to living in an apartment.

Thumbs down to when one sick
roommate spreads it to everyone.
Thumbs up to newsroom polls.

Thumbs down to being #basic.

Thumbs up to homecoming being
right around the corner.
Thumbs down to tests and papers due
the week after.
Thumbs up to scented candles.

Thumbs down to fire regulations
keeping them out of your dorm.
Thumbs up to warm afternoons.

Thumbs down to cold mornings.

The Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down section represents the collective
opinion of The New Hampshire’s staff and does not necessarily represent the opinion of the student body. But it more than likely does.
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Fantasy Football Studs and Duds

What pre-season fantasy studs you should
and shouldn’t be
worried about.

Drew Brees:
Worried
Brees has started off this season with a completion rating of 62
percent, which is the worst he has
had in a Saints uniform. Now I’m
not saying that it is entirely his
fault; his offensive line has let defenses get to him. Brees’ shoulder
was clearly in pain last week when
he underthrew several receivers.
The diagnosis is a bruised rotator
cuff, and there is a good chance he
will miss a game or two. If I had
Brees in my lineup, I would look
to trade him, or at least to bench
him for now.
Alshon Jeffery:
Not Worried
With Jay Cutler out this
week, you might look at this and
think I’m crazy… hear me out.
Yes, I understand he didn’t play

this week. Yes, I understand the
Bears now have Jimmy Clausen
under center. I have always believed that when a starting quarterback is out, the backup quarterback always looks for his safety
blanket. Jeffery is going to be that
blanket. He had five catches for
78 yards in week one, but look for
him to get more looks with an inexperienced Clausen.

Mike Evans:
Slightly Worried
It’s pretty clear to me that
the Buccaneers don’t really know
how Evans’ hamstring is feeling. Evans played just around 50
percent of the snaps against the
Saints this week and pretty much
took a back seat to Vincent Jackson. I am only worried because
with young quarterbacks, the
most important thing is rhythm
with receivers. Clearly Winston
and Evans haven’t created that because he has been injured. I’m not
saying by any means you should
trade or drop a guy like Evans, but
keep a close eye on him and if he

the Dolphins are using him in their
offense. I would keep him on my
bench for now, but if nothing positive happens by Week 4, I would
trade him.

Donnelly’s Dossier

Sam Donnelly
isn’t 100%, I would move him to
my bench for a week.
Lamar Miller:
Worried
Miller had a very solid season
last year and many people, including myself, thought he would pick
up where he left off. I was wrong.
The Dolphins, in all honesty, don’t
seem to believe in Miller. He has
only 23 rushing attempts through
two games and has a dismal average of 2.9 yards per carry. I understand he hurt his ankle last week,
but either way I don’t like the way

CJ Anderson:
Not Worried
The Broncos have started
off the season against two of
the premiere run defenses last
season in Kansas City and Baltimore. Anderson may only have
one more game to prove himself before fantasy owners begin to trade him, but that game
is against a Detroit Lions team
who lost Ndamukong Suh. He is
clearly getting the touches. With
24 rushes at Kansas City, I think
the Broncos are trying to get him
going. This is the week he needs
to prove himself and I think he
will. If not, fantasy owners might
want to take a look at Ronnie
Hillman. Hold onto Anderson
this week. If he doesn’t improve
bench him or look to trade him.
Demarco Murray: Worried

This is worried with a capital “W”. Murray has 11 rushing
yards through two games. That’s
right, 11. Eli Manning has 31. I
have zero, but perhaps with good
blocking I could get 12. This isn’t
all Murray’s fault either, which is
a big worry for me. The offensive
line has struggled and given him
nowhere to go. With the Cowboys,
Murray didn’t hit initial contact
until he was about 2.5 yards down
field. This season with the Eagles,
that contact is coming slightly
behind the line of scrimmage. I
don’t care how talented you are,
if defenders can get to you behind
the line of scrimmage, you won’t
succeed. Sam Bradford has also
struggled with accuracy, allowing defenses to focus on Murray.
I would try and trade him or put
him on your bench. Watch him,
and if for some reason the Eagles
offensive line can figure it out he
will start putting up numbers. But
for now, he looks helpless in the
offense of the ever-stubborn Chip
Kelly.

Yogi Berra: a life in words

The TNH sports staff chooses its favorite “Yogi-isms”
ANDREW YOURELL
SPORTS EDITOR

Yogi Berra was many things.
He was born Lawrence Peter
Berra to a poor family in an Italian neighborhood in St. Louis in
1925. His parents and older siblings were immigrants.
Berra started playing minor
league baseball for the Yankees
organization, before serving in the
U.S. Navy during World War II.
After his military service,
Berra returned to baseball, and
played 18 of his 19 years for the
New York Yankees. Berra was
an 18-time All Star, and won
the World Series 13 times, 10
as a player for the Yankees, and
three as a coach or manager.
Berra was a three-time American League MVP. He retired
from baseball with a career batting average of .285, 358 home
runs, 1,430 RBIs and 2,150 hits.
As one of the best defensive
catchers of all time, Berra was
inducted into the Pro Baseball
Hall of Fame in 1972.
BRIAN DUNN
SPORTS EDITOR

Quote: “It’s pretty far, but it
doesn’t seem like it.”
I love the quote “It’s pretty
far, but it doesn’t seem like it,”
because as whacky-worded as
Yogi was, this one had a lot of
meaning to me. It’s a great metaphor for the start of college and
the journey into adulthood. College is the best and also the fastest four years of your life and
time flies, so make the best of it
while you’re here.
SAM DONNELLY
STAFF WRITER

PUBLIC DOMAN

Yogi Berra, one of baseball’s legendary figures, passed away on Tuesday night at the age of 90. Berra played for both the New York
Yankees and Mets. He then coached and managed for three teams in a baseball career that spanned almost four decades.
Quote: “It ain’t over til it’s over.”
There was never a public
figure who messed up the English language in a more endearing way than Yogi Berra. His
saying it ain’t over til it’s over
has forever been something said
by fans, coaches, and players. No
matter what you play or who you
root for, that misconstrued statement always rings in your mind.
Whether your team is down two
or down 40, Yogi makes you believes there’s always a chance.
Yogi Berra was an athlete who
never said the wrong things, he
just said things wrong. Rest in
Peace.

BEN NAWN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Quote: “When you come to a
fork in the road, take it.”
I chose this Yog-ism because in life, a lot is going to
come at you, good and bad, and
sometimes you’ve got to just go
with it and stay positive. Yogi
always stayed positive and was
a class act even when challenges
were thrown at him.
TOM Z. SPENCER
CONTENT EDITOR

Quote: “Love is the most important thing in the world, but baseball is pretty good too.”

I had the pleasure of shaking Yogi
Berra’s hand at the Hall of Fame
when I was about 15. I picked
this quote because it’s got life’s
priorities well organized, yet still
reminds us how important it is to
play, to compete, or even relax
and appreciate those who do so
very well.

lar restaurant, Berra told people
that the establishment wouldn’t
get him to wait, but did it with
such panache that you have to
envy him. After all, who doesn’t
love to skip the lines and get
straight to the food?

SAM RABUCK

Quote: “You better cut the pizza
in four pieces, because I’m not
hungry enough to eat six.”

Executive EDITOR

Quote: “Nobody goes there anymore. It’s too crowded!”
Yogi Berra said a great
many things that will make you
chuckle, and this one’s no different. When talking about a popu-

MY PICK

Look, I love food. So if Yogi
wants to give me a way to eat
as much of it as I want without
feeling guilty, I’ll be damned if I
don’t thank the man while I take
my cake (or pizza) and eat it too.
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continued from page 16
lost their first two matches of the
season, then rattled off six straight
wins, one of the best stretches in
Hirschinger’s memory at UNH.
But the win streak came to an
end, and the Wildcats lost seven
straight, including Saturday’s 3-1
loss to Syracuse. But wins over
the University at Buffalo and
Navy have lifted the ‘Cats back

over .500, and they’ll take their
8-7 record against Hartford on
Friday.
“I think Hartford’s a dark
horse,” said the team’s other captain, Tori Forrest. “They’re one
of those teams that sticks around
when you play them.”
Part of the reason the Wildcats aren’t treating Hartford as a
pushover opponent is their unfamiliarity with this year’s team,
which features a host of new
faces.
“They graduated out a few

SPORTS
of their key players from this past
year, so it’ll be interesting to see
what they come with,” Forrest
said.
Experience may be an issue
for Hartford in conference play,
but for the defending champions,
experience comes in droves. Forrest was an All-Conference selection last season. Lightfoot made
the All-Conference Second Team
and the America East All-Championship Team, and junior middle
blocker Demi Muses was the
Championships’ Most Outstand-

The New Hampshire
ing Player last season.
The biggest question mark
coming into this season was the
relatively inexperienced new setter, Keelin Severtson. The junior
saw action in 20 matches and 37
sets, and was second on the team
in assists per set. But for Hirschinger, her development has been
one of the most important reasons
for playing in the preseason tournaments.
“She made the All-Tournament team at Syracuse so she’s
really finding her game and step-

ping up her game,” Hirschinger
said. “We’re excited about the
future.”
The future starts Friday at 7
p.m. For the Wildcats, the mission
is pretty simple.
“Our mantra for the season
is that we’re not the defending
champs. We won two championships, and that’s great, but this is
a new team, a new season, and the
championship is up for grabs for
anybody,” Forrest said. “We’re
excited to get back out there and
take what we think is ours.”

MEN’S SOCCER

FIELD HOCKEY

‘Cats establishing winning culture

UNH hosts weekend doubleheader

By SAM DONNELLY
STAFF WRITER

Another week marked two
more wins for the UNH men’s
soccer team. The Wildcats posted consecutive 1-0 wins against
UMass and Northeastern respectively. With those two wins, the
team is off to its best start since
2008.
“We are starting to get the
hang of winning,” head coach
Marc Hubbard said. “It has been
good for us to learn how to play
with a lead.”
The team’s fifth win came
on Saturday, Sept. 19. Senior
midfielder A.J Albers gave the
Wildcats their only goal against
UMass in the 54th minute. The
goal was assisted by fellow senior Fazal Nabi and was Albers’
second of the season. The Wildcats recorded 17 shots as a team
while holding the Minutemen to
nine. Senior goalkeeper Ryan
Carpenter had four saves to preserve the Wildcats 1-0 win.
UNH then travelled to Boston to take on Northeastern on
Tuesday on Sept. 22. Junior Riley Ellis notched his first career
goal in the 47th minute off of
a rebound. The goal was, once
again, enough to hold off the

Wildcats’ opponent and improve
to 6-0-1. As they have most of
the season, the Wildcats dominated the shot category, this time
outshooting Northeastern 19 to
seven.
“We are definitely creating
a lot of opportunities,” Hubbard
said. “We are making the opposing teams’ goalie play well to
stay in the game which is always
a positive thing.”
The Wildcats are now 6-0-1
heading into their most difficult
game yet. They will travel to
New York to take on 21st ranked
Columbia University.
“[Columbia has] let up only
one goal this entire season,”
Hubbard said. “They have great
veteran presence on the field.
This game will be a good test for
our guys.”
The teams the Wildcats have
played have a combined win total
of only 12 games, including two
teams with zero wins in UMass
and Northeastern. The Lions are
4-0-0, including a win over then
18th ranked Providence College.
“We are beating teams we
should beat,” Hubbard said. “We
are getting the hang of winning
too. The guys will be excited to
play.”
This will no doubt be a big

test for the Wildcats and Hubbard makes it clear that the Lions
have plenty of ways to beat their
opponents.
“They are really organized
defensively,” Hubbard said. “Offensively they play together and
seem very comfortable with each
other. They can score the ball in
plenty of ways.”
Although the Wildcats have
had a lot of positives early in the
season, this is the first time they
have been a part of a winning
culture. Therein lies the biggest
area of improvement for the
Wildcats, according to Hubbard,
who has had plenty of success in
his coaching career at Southern
New Hampshire University.
“We need to play to our potential every time we step out on
the field,” Hubbard said. “It is
about playing good soccer and
winning. As a team we need to
withstand the intensity of the
season.”
The Wildcats will head on a
road trip to Columbia, followed
by games at UMass-Lowell, a
conference opponent, and nonconference opponent Harvard.
The ‘Cats return home Oct. 6 to
take on Stony Brook. The game
at Columbia will be on Sept. 26
at 7 p.m.

SPOTLIGHT

Cat’s Wrap: student sports show on campus
By BRIAN DUNN
SPORTS EDITOR

There’s good news for UNH
sports fans, as a weekly, episodic
show named ’Cats Wrap premiered on Tuesday, Sept. 15.
Dylan Hand, the creator and
founder of the new show, had a
vision of creating a fun and new
way for the fans to connect to their
UNH sports teams.
“I came up with the idea at
the end of the summer after interning at NESN,” Hand said, when
asked about the inspiration for
‘Cats Wrap. “I learned so much
about making good TV, and I
wanted to do it myself.”
Stemming from Hand’s recent experience working with the
Boston Red Sox, he proposed the
idea to the UNH athletic communications team and they were gave
him the green light to begin the
new project.
“I went to [UNH Associate
Athletic Director for Communications Mike Murphy] when I

got here and pitched the idea of
a student made and student run
show covering UNH sports and
he and Ben Gilbert [UNH Wildcat
Productions Director] both loved
the idea and told me to do what I
wanted.”
With a great turnout for
Hand’s informational session
earlier this month, the crew was
established and the ‘Cats Wrap
vision officially became a reality.
Hand quickly went to work on episode one.
‘Cats Wrap is a 15-minute
video show, comprised of UNH
sports’ highlights, interviews with
coaches and key players, and
graphics that highlight key statistics. The goal was to give viewers
a condensed, appealing recap of
each week in Wildcat Country.
“My partner Parker Wheeler
and myself have been anchoring
it to start, and it’s been a pleasure
so far,” junior Ben Nawn said.
Nawn works as one of the show’s
anchors. “After two weeks it has
become a big hit.”

Two episodes of ‘Cats Wrap
have already been produced, and
premiered online. Much of the
process has been successful for
Hand and his crew, though the
crew recognizes there is still work
to be done.
“We have more improvements to be made to make this
show even more enjoyable for
viewers,” said Nawn.
Hand stresses that student
involvement is paramount to the
success of ‘Cats Wrap, and encourages any UNH student to get
involved in production.
“One thing that is big for
me is letting anyone be involved
regardless of experience,” said
Hand. “There are no other outlets
really on campus where kids can
work with cameras or anything related to TV broadcasting, so I’ve
opened this to anyone who wants
to try it out.”
The show is based entirely
online, and is tweeted out on Tuesdays by the show’s official Twitter
page, @CatsWrapUNH.

By ANDREW YOURELL
SPORTS EDITOR

Last week, the UNH field
hockey team took a long road
trip to play games at William and
Mary and at No. 10 University
of Maryland. UNH tallied two
goals in each game, but fell short,
dropping both contests by scores
of 3-2 and 5-2.
This weekend, the ‘Cats
have another doubleheader, but
they have the advantage of playing at home. On Friday, at 3 p.m.,
the Wildcats host the Providence
Friars. The team has very little
downtime before a 2 p.m. showdown with America East rival
UMass-Lowell on Saturday.
“Both teams are pretty
similar, so I guess if anything, it
makes it a little bit easier in preparation for the weekend,” head
coach Robin Balducci said.
According to Balducci both
teams use a high-paced attack
that will keep her team’s backfield busy.
“[Providence plays] really
scrappy and fast, and works really hard. We’ve always had a
tough time managing them,” she
said.
Providence comes in with
1-7 record, with losses against
Boston University, who also
beat UNH, UMass-Lowell, and
Northeastern, a team UNH beat
1-0.
UMass-Lowell, on the other
hand, has a 5-2 record, and is
an America East opponent that
UNH will need to beat in order
to make the America East tournament at the end of the season.
“Lowell plays very uptempo, very aggressive in their
defensive schemes and their attack,” Balducci said. “They go to
goal. They try to really push the
ball up.”
While many coaches might
be worried their team is overlooking a non-conference opponent to prepare for the latter, conference game, Balducci is more
worried that her team will be too
focused on Providence.
“I think we have a much
longer-standing tradition of competing with Providence,” she
said. “To say that our team would
overlook, or not focus, on Friday
to focus on Saturday, I think I’m
concerned about the opposite.”
The Friars come in with
11 goals in their eight games,
though they’ve lost all four road
games. But with their aggressive
style of play, Balducci believes
the Friars will be a good test for
a UNH backfield manned by se-

nior Chandler Giese, junior Jackie Hozza and sophomore Ashley
Mendonca. The backfielders will
try to keep the pressure off of
sophomore goalkeeper Melissa
Rize, who has had several outstanding games this season. Rize
has undergone a trial by fire since
taking over for former four-year
starter Carlie Tarbell after her
graduation. Rize has faced a
daunting gauntlet of teams—No.
20 Boston University to start the
year, followed by No. 18 UMass,
No. 1 UConn and No. 10 Maryland.
“I would have expected this
to be an up-and-down year,”
Balducci said of her young goalkeeper. “The good news about it
is, she is able to step in against
a Maryland and make some big
time saves.” Rize’s growth in
net has helped the Wildcats stay
competitive through their tough
non-conference schedule.
One other positive for the
Wildcats, according to their head
coach, is the improving offensive
output the team has seen in recent weeks. Against UConn, the
Wildcats were unable to tally a
goal, losing the contest 5-0, despite an eight-save effort from
Rize. The team followed that
game with a win over Northeastern, but only scored a single goal.
The ‘Cats only got three shots
off in the first half, before a 10shot flurry helped lift them over
Northeastern.
On the road, UNH scored
two goals in the first game against
William and Mary, and then two
more against Maryland. The offense managed 14 shots against a
dominant Terrapins team, nine of
which were on goal.
“If you can generate that
number of shots against Maryland, that’s something we can
build on,” Balducci said.
The Wildcats will look to
build on their successes this
weekend to prepare for the newlook America East conference,
which has doubled the number
of games teams will play inconference after accepting four
West Coast schools to expand the
conference. Only four of the five
Eastern schools—UNH, Albany,
Vermont, UMass-Lowell, and
Maine—will make the postseason to take on the four western
schools, Stanford, Cal, UC Davis
and Pacific.

Want to comment on
a story?
visit www.tnhdigital.com
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Wildcat gameday
No. 21/24 UNH vs. Central Connecticut St.
Saturday at 6 p.m.; Cowell Stadium in Durham, N.H.
UNH is 1-2; CCSU is 1-2

Key match-up:

vs.

UNH defensive line
Jullian Turner

COURTESY OF Ray nelson

When UNH passes the ball
The Wildcats have utilized a carousel of options at
the quarterback position in Sean Goldrich’s absence.
Adam Reise will get the nod, after going 13 for 21
with 111 yards, a touchdown, and an interception at
Stony Brook. CCSU’s pass defense is not as stingy as
Stony Brook’s, allowing 255.3 yards through the air.

When Stony Brook passes the ball
Dolegala leads the Blue Devils in passing yards
this season with 261, but has struggled with accuracy,
completing only 43.1 percent of his passes. Pauldo
threw for 116 yards in his lone start, connecting on
57.5 percent of his throws. The team averages 125.7
yards per game through the air, while UNH has al-

“You lose your quarterback, the leader of
your offense, and now you have to try to
find out who that next guy is.”
Head coach Sean McDonnell

COURTESY OF Steve McLaughlin

Impact Player: Jullian Turner

When Stony Brook runs the ball
The Blue Devils currently average 97.3 yards
per game on the strength of their rushing attack. The
leading rusher against Bowie State was first-year
back Drew Jean-Guillaume, who took 10 carries for
46 yards. Dolegala has done most of the damage for
the Blue Devils, though, with touchdown runs of 7
yards, 2 yards, and 4 yards in last week’s contest.
UNH’s defense has allowed 218 yards per game.

Coach Mac’s Take:

JaCOB DOLEGALA

With senior quarterback
Sean Goldrich sidelined by the
same ankle injury that kept him
from last week’s match-up with
Colgate, the Wildcats’ offense
will struggle to put up the gaudy
numbers that fans have come to
expect over the last few years. It
will be up to the defense to ensure this game stays close, and
it starts in the trenches. UNH
pressured Stony Brook passers
last week, but the defense was
gashed for 228 yards on the
ground en route to a 31-6 loss.
Central Connecticut has
trotted out two freshman quarterbacks this season, Jacob Dolegala and Tavion Pauldo. Dolegala earned the nod last week
in CCSU’s game against Bowie
State, throwing for 168 yards on
16 of 31 passing, with an interception. The true freshman added three rushing touchdowns in
the 21-14 win. The Blue Devils’
other QB threat this season,
Pauldo, started the first game of
the season against Lehigh. He
went 12-21 for 116 yards and
two touchdowns, and added 77
yards on 12 rushing attempts.

Four Quarters

When UNH runs the ball
The Wildcats managed only 75 yards rushing
in last Saturday’s loss at Stony Brook. Dalton Crossan leads the team with 183 rushing yards in the first
three games, followed by Trevon Bryant’s 120 yards,
which comes with 6.0 yards-per-carry. UNH has
gained 139.7 yards per game through three games,
and CCSU averages allowing 177 yards per game.

CCSU QB tandem

Defensive tackle Jullian
Turner, who has collected a teamhigh 6.5 tackles for loss this season, will be the key for UNH to
win the battle at the line of scrimmage. UNH will need to contain
the Blue Devils’ rushing attack of
Jean-Guillaume, Dolegala, and
Pauldo, and, more importantly,
the big men up front need to limit
Central Connecticut’s ability to
break open big plays.
In addition to his 6.5 tackles
for loss, Turner has been disrupting opposing quarterbacks’ ability
to drop back and throw the ball
against the Wildcats defense. The
6-foot-1-inch, 294-pound Turner

STATof theDAY

159

Number of
consecutive
weeks for
UNH in the
FCS Top-25

JULLIAN TURNER
has three sacks this season and
will be a matchup nightmare.

TNH Picks
Andrew Yourell, Sports Editor: 27-10, UNH
Brian Dunn, Sports Editor: 34-28 UNH
Greg Laudani, Staff Writer: 17-10, UNH
Sam Donnelly, Staff Writer: 24-10, UNH
Sam Rabuck, Executive Editor: 34-6 UNH

sports

On Tuesday, Hall of
Fame catcher Yogi Berra
passed away at the age
of 90. Berra was famous
for his “Yogi-isms,” comic
and paradoxical sayings.
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Wildcats gear up for conference play

COURTESY OF PAIGE O’DONNELL

The 8-7 Wildcats return to the Lundholm Gymnasium on Friday night for the first America East conference game of the year against the 0-14 Hartford Hawks. After a
strong 2-1 performance at the Big Orange Tournament hosted by Syracuse, UNH is focused on defending its back-to-back conference titles.
By ANDREW YOURELL
SPORTS EDITOR

“Volleyball is the ultimate team sport,” Madison
Lightfoot, one of volleyball’s senior captains, said into the
bright lights of a WMUR camera. “It wouldn’t be statted as
a dig if somebody didn’t get a second touch on it.”
Local news showed up at Tuesday’s practice to speak
with Lightfoot, who on Sunday broke the UNH career digs
record of 1,398, ending the weekend-long Big Orange
Tournament in Syracuse, New York, with 1,435 digs. But
Lightfoot had barely begun speaking before the credit went
to her teammates.
“It speaks volumes of the effort we put in together,
because you could work as hard as you want to and get
one touch on the ball, but unless there’s someone behind
you ﬂying after that second touch, it really doesn’t matter,”
the defensive specialist said. “I think it’s all-around a team
effort.”

To the unobservant eye, the Wildcats’ reaction to the
attention on Tuesday could have been a carefully scripted
media appearance by Bill Belichick and company.
Head coach Jill Hirschinger spoke ﬁrst, and while she
expressed happiness for her captain’s accomplishment, the
focus of her interview quickly became UNH’s upcoming
match with the Hartford Hawks, an America East opponent.
“They play hard. They’ve got a lot of heart,” Hirschinger said. “They graduated their three top kids last year.
So they have a lot of new kids.”
The Hawks enter Lundholm Gymnasium with an 0-14
record, having only won four sets all year. It takes three
sets to win a match. The Hawks’ best showing came in a
3-2 loss to Sacred Heart on Sept. 4.
But Hirschinger made it clear that the Wildcats aren’t
overlooking their ﬁrst conference game of the season, despite Hartford’s less than stellar performances this year.
“Anytime you play the number one team in the con-
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ference, we have a target on our backs,” she said. “Everybody’s going to give you their best game of their entire
career, of their year…beating us would make their season.”
Next to speak to the media was Lightfoot. After deﬂecting the attention from herself to the team, she quickly
honed in on how the Wildcats are taking their preseason
experiences and turning them towards the upcoming conference season.
“Conference is an exciting time,” she said. “We’re
here to get better every day, and ultimately that’s what
we did in preseason. We worked hard every time we were
on the court. We did play some tough competition, and I
think that we improved every single time we stepped on
the court.”
That tough competition included recognizable Division I teams—Michigan State, Boston College, Syracuse,
the U.S. Naval Academy and Wake Forest. The Wildcats
VOLLEYBALL continued on Page 18
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